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Preface

PREFACE

The practice led research in Art and Economics of the Utrecht School of the Arts has for over a
decade been focused on cultural and creative entrepreneurship in the context of the creative
economy. During this period numerous research activities have been developed in the field of
cultural and creative SMEs, which form 80% of the cultural and creative industries.
In order to stimulate more fundamental scientific research the Utrecht University (UU) and the
Utrecht School of the Arts (HKU) established in 2006 a new field of study; Art and Economics. In
the UU/HKU Research Programme Creative Grounds (2008) I proposed a project based research
agenda. Nowadays the first PhD‐students have published their research plans and started their
studies. A new European Research and Training Centre for Cultural Entrepreneurship (ERTCCE) will
be the Utrecht house for further developments.
The Creative Economy Report 2008 of the United Nations (UN) has been published at the right
moment. For the first time the cultural and creative industries have been analysed in a global
context within a framework of creativity, innovation, economics and developments and with a
focus on education and entrepreneurship. This approach is in compliance with the Utrecht
experiences, with one remark: we emphasize the importance of the creative micro, small and
medium sized firms for creating added value for the society.
But the UN report also caused confusion: hardly any Dutch research source or researcher was
mentioned. How was this possible? The ‘Dutch Model’ can be identified by a structured and open
way of cultural policy making, a transparent infrastructure with public and private funds and an
active grass roots festival climate with a young and coloured audience. In the field of the creative
economy artists and designers play a global role (‘Dutch Design’). The name of Dick Bruna, graphic
designer and writer from the City of Utrecht is a living illustration of this reputation. And in
Utrecht I already published a handbook on cultural entrepreneurship in 1992.
In order to move from confusion into action, we decided to improve our involvement with the
development of the creative economy strategy of the UN, and to draw attention to the research
done on entrepreneurship in the Netherlands.
The publication of this document, written by Rene Kooyman, is a first result. This report stresses
the importance to participate in international research platforms and pro‐active cooperation. The
document is also meant to give access to the complex world of the creative economy for
researchers, students, policymakers, art managers and cultural entrepreneurs.
The first successful steps have already been executed. The first copy of this document has
officially been offered to Mrs. Edna dos Santos‐Duisenberg, Chief Creative Economy Programme of
UNCTAD, during our special round table conference at 18 September 2009. A few days earlier
some forty Flemish and Dutch researchers, policymakers and teachers discussed the main topics
of the creative economy and made new arrangements for their cooperation.
And last but not least we are proud to mention that we did receive the invitation from
Commission of the European Union to study the Entrepreneurial Dimension of the Cultural and
Creative Industries within 27 member states and 13 subsectors.
We honor Rene Kooyman for his research and the preparation of this document.
Giep Hagoort
Professor Art and Economics Utrecht University/Utrecht School of the Arts
Chairman Research group Art and Economics (ERTCCE)
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INTRODUCTION
For a number of years economists, social scientists, urban and regional planners have been
interested in the relationship between the cultural, creative sector and economic development.
In the summer of 2008 five international, global organizations: UNCTAD, UNDP, UNESCO, WIPO
and ITC have collectively published their Creative Economy Report 2008. The vast publication
presents an overview of recent thoughts and theories regarding the Creative economy. It tackles
the major issues regarding the economic facts and figures, collected during the period of 2000 –
2005.
The publication did receive a modest reception in the Netherlands. Moreover, when studying the
list of publications collected for the Report it was noticed that there were hardly any Dutch
authors present, or international contributions published by Dutch authors in the study.
These two remarks have given rise to this publication. An inventory and analyses is made of the
Dutch contributions to the international discussions. A number of literature inventories have been
constructed in order to identify publications that stem from the Dutch soil.
A number of key‐note informants have been approached with the basic question: ‘Why are Dutch
contributions not present at the international arena?` Based upon the answers given a number of
hypotheses have been identified to clarify the absence of Dutch publications in this debate.
The study has been executed as part of the research program of the Research Group Art and
Economics Utrecht School of the Arts. It can be seen as an effort to initiate the debate regarding
the Dutch position in the international discours covering the creative Economy.
In addition, this publication:
•
• Covers a selection of the topics published it eh World Economy Report 2008. It does not
so much offer new insights of the research done by the UNCTAD, nor does it produce new
findings based upon additional research. It is mere a comprehensive version of the report
made under the overall guidance of Mrs. Edna dos Santos‐Duisenberg, Chief Creative
Economy Programme at UNCTAD, Geneva.
• We have used a selection of all topics covered in the original report. The selection is based
upon the discussions regarding the Creative Economy in the Netherlands.
• Omitted are:
O the trade figures
O discussions relating to the (relationship with the) developing countries
o all tables, statistics, additional illustrations and others
• For the topics included here we tried to stay as close to the original text as possible.
• A special attention has been given to the Educational Agenda that can be derived from the
report, with the recent developments in the field of Higher Education in Art Management
in the Netherlands in mind.

Rene KOOYMAN
June 2009

About the author
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The creative economy: The Dutch Contribution

1. THE CREATIVE ECONOMY: THE DUTCH CONTRIBUTION
ABSENCE, AT FIRST SIGHT
Research into participation in culture, media use and leisure pursuits have a long‐standing
tradition in the Netherlands. First studies in this area were carried out before the Second World
War. In the fifties Statistics Netherlands began with national surveys of leisure activities (CBS
1954‐66) which examined cultural visits, the amateur arts, reading habits and media use in detail.
Since the seventies the large‐scale surveys have been continued by the Social and Cultural
Planning Office (SCP) founded in 1973, one of whose main functions is to conduct scientific
research into social and cultural trends.1
These statistics, however, analyze the use of cultural facilities and institutions as part of the
leisure‐time activities, and were not so much driven by economic interests.
In order to be able to express an opinion regarding the Dutch contributions in the area of the
Creative Economy, one might execute two kinds of evaluations.
1. Result‐analyses. One will have to construct an idea regarding the number of
publications created and published by Dutch authors (a). In addition one could analyze
the number of publications known and/or cited abroad (b). A comparison between
the two outcomes can provide us with an indicator of the interaction and position of
Dutch authors and the rest of the world.
2. Process evaluation. One can try to develop an indication regarding the interaction
between the Dutch organizations involved in the discussions regarding the Creative
Economy and organizations abroad.
PUBLICATIONS: THE DUTCH DEBATE
In order to get an idea of the number of publications of Dutch origin available in different libraries
we have done a number of bibliographical searches and analyses. Looking for the Dutch
contribution to the Creative Economy debate a number of criteria has guided our literature
analyses.
We define a literature review as a systematic method for identifying, evaluating and interpreting
the work produced by researchers, scholars and practitioners.2
The literature search is a critical element with the purpose:
• To reveal existing knowledge
• To identify areas of consensus and debate
• To identify gaps in knowledge
• To identify approaches to research design and methodology
• To identify other researchers with similar interests
• To clarify future directions for research.

1

See: Bina, Vladimir: Cultural participation in the Netherlands. International Symposium on Cultural
Statistics. Montreal , Oct 2002.
2
From: Hart, E: Doing a literature review: releasing the social science research imagination, in: E. Hart and
M. Bond: Conducting literature research reviews: from paper to the internet. London: Sage 1998
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In order to develop an indication of the content and scope of the Dutch publications we have run
a number of literature searches. When executing these searches a fundamental problem however
remains; How to define the creative economy? What to include/exclude in our searches?
In our searches we have avoided far‐reaching analyses on the different key‐words used. As
mentioned in The Creative Economy Report 2008 a number of concepts can be identified; creative
goods and services, cultural industries, cultural economics, creative industries, creative economy,
the creative class, creative cities, creative clusters and networks, etc. 3 In principle we have used
the definitions mentioned above, in order to get a first impression of the scope and content of the
publications. In our literature search we used the following terms and translations:
UK:
Creative industry
Creative entrepreneurs
Creative cities
Creative economy
Creative class
Cultural Economy
Creative Networks/Clusters

NL:
creatieve industrie
creatieve ondernemers
creatieve stad
creatieve economie
creatieve klasse
culturele economie
creatieve netwerken

We have used a number of databases in order to cover the majority of field of publications. For
our analyses we look for a comparison of publications in the Netherlands (3) and the publications
form the Dutch in English (4).
PUBLICATIONS IN DUTCH
In order to create an image of the importance of the discussion in the Netherlands we have
searched the Dutch national, regional and local newspapers (45 in total). A search through the
LexusNexus Newsportal NL reveals the following results:
•

Newspaper publications in the Netherlands in the past two years (may 2007 – May 2009):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

3

Creative industry (creatieve industrie):
Creative entrepreneurs (creatieve ondernemers):
Creative cities (creatieve stad):
Creative economy (creatieve economie):
Creative class (creatieve klasse):
Cultural Economy (culturele economie):
Creative Networks/Clusters (creatieve netwerken):

631 publications
372 publications
199 publications
146 publications
107 publications
50 publications
8 publications

A search on the Dutch section of Google Scholar reveals the following numbers of
publications:
173 publications
o Creative industry (creatieve industrie):
38 publications
o Creative entrepreneurs (creatieve ondernemers):
73 publications
o Creative cities (creatieve stad):
84 publications
o Creative economy (creatieve economie):
107 publications
o Creative class (creatieve klasse):
45 publications
o Cultural Economy (culturele economie):
20 publications
o Creative Networks/Clusters (creatieve netwerken):

See: Creative Economy Report 2008 pg 10.
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A literature search done by Cultuur Netwerk Nederland, the National the national centre of
expertise for arts and cultural education, has counted 208 publications regarding the Creative
Industry published between 2000 and 2006. 4
PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH
The Creative Economy Report 2008 covers a vast number of discussions that has held the
international community active during the last decades. The Report covers a number of
discussions on a global level; it has been build upon the collective analyses of UNCTAD, UNDP,
UNESCO, WIPO and ITC.
Analyzing the list of references of the Creative Economy Report from the Dutch perspective one
striking fact becomes evident. In the total list of References, covering some three hundred titles in
total, only three sources from the Netherlands have been cited and one from Flanders.
In total we find the following publications:
•
•

•
•

Boorsma, Peter B. (2002). Privatization and Culture, Experiences in the Arts, Heritage and
Cultural Industries in Europe. Kluwer Academic Publishers.
Razlogov, Kirill (1998). The Conflicts between Profits and Politics: Cultural Industries in
Europe’, Privatization and Culture: Experiences in the Arts, Heritage and Cultural Industries
in Europe. P. B. Boorsma, A. van Hemel and N. van der Wielen (eds.). Boston, Dordrecht
and London, Kluwer Academic Publishers.
Segers, Katia and Huijgh, Ellen (2006). Clarifying the complexity and ambivalence of the
cultural industries. First European Communication Conference; 50 Years of Communication
Research: Past and Future. Amsterdam, steunpunt re‐creatief Vlaanderen.
Towse, Ruth (ed.) (1997). Cultural Economics: The Arts, the Heritage and the Media
Industries, 2 vols. Cheltenham, Edward Elgar. Towse, Ruth (2000). Cultural Economics,
Copyright and the Cultural Industries. The Long Run. Erasmus University Rotterdam.

In order to create an opinion regarding the number of international publications by Dutch authors
abroad we have executed a number of searches in English speaking gremia:
•
•
•
•
•
•

4

IBSS : International Bibliography of the Social Sciences. The essential online bibliography
for social science and interdisciplinary research ‐ produced by the London School of
Economics and Political Science
WIPO: World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva.
SSRN: Social Science Research Network.
The Boekman Foundation, Amsterdam; The National Institute Study centre for arts,
culture and related policy.
Picarta (Netherlands Central Catalogue, Online Contents, Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science) OCW.
Academic Search Premier: This multi‐disciplinary database provides full text for more than
4,500 journals, including full text for more than 3,700 peer‐reviewed titles. PDF backfiles
to 1975 or further are available for well over one hundred journals, and searchable cited
references are provided for more than 1,000 titles.

Literatuur onderzoek Creatieve industrie 2000‐2006. Cultuur Netwerk Nederland, Utrecht 2007
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•
•

•

ERIC, the Education Resource Information Center, contains more than 1,282,000 records
and links to more than 314,000 full‐text documents.
NARCIS, the gateway to Dutch Scientific Information. NARCIS provides access to 224,689
scientific publications (175,454 of which are open access publications), 5,083 data sets,
and information on researchers (expertise), research projects and research institutes in
the Netherland.
The Dutch National Research Databank (NOD ‐ Nederlandse Onderzoek Databank) KNAW,
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, Amsterdam.
NETWORK ANALYSES

If we want to make an analysis of the importance of the Creative Economy Report in the
Netherlands a number of analyses can be executed.
As mentioned only a very limited number of Dutch publications have been included in the Creative
Economy Report 2008. On the other hand the report itself did receive hardly any attention in the
Netherlands. A multi‐level online search learns that the Report has been mentioned 39 times in
the Netherlands.(see appendix 6)
In search for institutional networks involved in the Creative Economy debate we find that three
sectors have been interested in the discussions regarding the Creative Economy:
1. (Semi)‐Governmental institutions, concentrating on the economical side of the debate
a. The Ministry of Economic Affairs (Het Ministerie van Economische Zaken). The
ECD identifies 56 publications in Dutch, regarding the creative industry
(creative industrie). The largest number of the publications made by the
ministerial organization itself consists of Economic Country Profiles, analyses
the economical and business potential of the different countries.
b. TNO Strategy, Technology and Policy (TNO STB), Delft. The TNO Institute for
Strategy, Technology and Policy (TNO‐STB) is the social sciences research arm
of the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO).
Subject: Regional innovation policy and creative industry. The on‐line library
holds 75 publication on the creative economy.
c. SenterNovem is an agency of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. Its
responsibility is to implement policies regarding innovation, Energy and
Climate Change, Environment and Spatial Planning. The Library holds 900
publications regarding the creative industry.
d. The Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW. The supervise 4
long‐term research lines within the Creative Economy.
e. The Rathenau Institute; an independent organization that concerns itself with
issues on the interface between science, technology and society, and that
provides politicians with timely information.
Etc.
2. Urban and Regional Planning and Design
The online Portal Space and Real Estate (Ruimte en Vastgoed) gives a shortlist of all cities
in the Netherlands planning for urban development, including the Creative Economy. It
mentions (amongst others) Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Emmen, Eindhoven, Maastricht,

The creative economy: The Dutch Contribution

Groningen, Amstelland, Den Helder, Alkmaar, etc. 5 In total they mention 42 organizations
(architects, urban planning and renewal organizations, etc.) active in the field of Urban
and Regional development that mention the Creative Economy as their field of action.
3. The professional institutions in Higher Education.
One of the characteristics of the system of higher education in the Netherlands is the
distinction between the network of Universities, that position themselves within the
academic world, and the network of Institutes for Higher Professional Education; the
Universities of Applied Sciences (HBO).
A number of University faculties can be identified that offer professional qualifications for
the sector of the creative economy.
o Tilburg University: Faculty of Economics and Business Administration; Faculty of Social
and Behavioral Sciences; subjects: Regional Development, City Marketing
o Erasmus University Rotterdam; Faculty of History and Arts, Cultural Economics and
Cultural Entrepreneurship
o Free University of Amsterdam; Department of Spatial Economics, Planning,
Institutions and Transforming Spaces
o State University Utrecht; Institute for Historical, Cultural Studies and Literature‐ HLCS.
o University Maastricht ; Maastricht Economic Research Institute on Innovation and
Technology – MERIT.
In addition a number of Institutions for Universities of Applied Sciences (HBO) are involved
in professional higher education, geared towards providing professional qualifications for
the creative economy.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Utrecht School of the Arts, Utrecht; Faculty of Art and Economics
INHOLLAND University of Professional Education, Amsterdam/The Hague/Haarlem;
Entertainment Management, Leisure Management
Fontys University of Applied Sciences, Tilburg
NHTV Breda University of Applied Sciences
AVANS Hogeschool, Breda/den Bosch; Sector Economie and Management
Hogeschool Arnhem en Nijmegen/ARTeZ Institute of the Arts: Arnhems Centre for
Creative Economy and Innovation.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
In general we can conclude that there is no doubt that there has been an ongoing debate
regarding the creative economy during the past years. Over a thousand of publications in
Newspapers and Magazines can be found in the Netherlands. In addition there can be found over
a hundred publications in Dutch in the academic, educational and governmental sphere (see
appendix 9; 12 and 13)
THE DUTCH PRESENCE ABROAD

5

See: www.ruimte‐en‐vastgoed.nl/categorie.php?&category_id=16...id=35..
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At first glance the Dutch presence in the debates abroad is limited. This limited number of cited
publications raises the question whether Dutch authors are underrepresented (a), and if so
whether a plausible cause of this lacking presence could be identified (b).
During the creation of this document we have discussed this fundamental question with all actors
we have encountered. A number of hypotheses have been given to explain the absence of Dutch
publications abroad.
1. No impressive international projects. If you compare the Dutch initiative they tend to be
small scale initiatives if you compare them with the international highlights; Melbourne,
Barcelona, London, etc.
2. The Dutch cultural identity. Part of the Dutch identity is modesty, combined with a no‐
nonsense attitude. Publishing your findings in an international context would create too
much attention and would be seen as ‘vanity’.
3. The Dutch are good networkers, but are bad writers. They populate the international
conferences, yet will hardly sit and put their reflections on paper.
4. There is a lot going on in the creative industry; yet all initiatives treat themselves as
isolated incidents. The sector itself is hardly organized and lacks a national platform to
debate, publish and discuss the findings.
We are not in the position to test these hypotheses in this document. However, a number of
preliminary conclusions can be drawn.
THE MAJOR PLAYERS PRESENT IN THE INTERNATIONAL FIELD
The majority of publications in English have been produced by members of the University
Institutes in the Netherlands. Most research has been executed in the academic field, and the
different contributions to international conferences have created a spin‐off in the international
field of publications.
The same argument is valid for (semi)‐governmental organizations; here too the presentations at
conferences abroad have created a number of publications. Here we find a combination of policy‐
oriented preliminary studies and strategy publications.

The Universities of Applied Sciences (HBO) are – given a small number of exceptions – absent in
the field of publications in English.
Collecting the data involved revealed another basic principle that makes it hard to compose an
overview of all activities and publications. It is impossible to identify a central actor and/or
organization dedicated to the Creative Economy. There is a lack of coordination; a large number of
individual actors and organizations are involved in the sector. Yet not one is willing and capable to
keep track of all initiatives. A national helpdesk ‘Creative Economy’ is missing.

The way ahead: Promoting International Exposure

2. THE WAY AHEAD: PROMOTING INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE
Drawing conclusions from the Creative Economy Report 2008 and the analyses presented here
with a number of strategies can be identified.
Given the number of initiatives in the Netherlands and the vast number of organizations and
actors involved it should be possible to raise the number of publications in English substantially. A
number of strategies can be pursued:
1. Promoting International publications in English. The first organizations to approach would
be the Educational Institutions, both at the academic field (the Universities) and the
Universities of Applied Sciences (Institutes for Higher Professional Education, HBO).
2. Creating a national platform for international publications. One could create an online
National Journal for the Creative Economy, with the principle task to initiate, publish and
promote international publications covering the Dutch Debate in English. On an annual
basis a Dutch Yearbook regarding the Creative Economy could be initiated.
3. There is a special target to pursue for the Universities of Applied Sciences (HBO). Recently
the European Commission has confirmed that there is a need for additional research
activities, next to the university output. 6 Following the decision taken by the European
Ministers in the Bologna Process the Netherlands Association of Universities of Applied
Sciences (HBO‐raad) has positioned the sector as the key institutions for the transfer of
top‐knowledge and knowhow to society, economy and culture. 7 The lack of publication
that stem from these institutions can be seen as an indicative image of the vast work that
still has to be done.
4. Coordinated Research Groups should be initiated at the Universities of Applied Sciences
(HBO). It is this sector that in touch both with the reality of the creative industry, the
educational sector and the theoretical debate.
5. As mentioned in the Creative Economy Report 2008 there is a need for systematic
analyses. Three aspects are mentioned:
5.1 a systematic understanding of the structure of the creative economy, who the
stakeholders are, how they relate to one another, and how the creative sector relates
to other sectors of the economy;
5.2 sound methods to analyze the functioning of the creative economy and to assess the
contribution it makes to economic, social and cultural life;
5.3 and comprehensive statistics to quantify the analytical methods and to provide a
systematic basis for evaluation of the contribution of the creative sector to output,
employment, trade and economic growth.
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6. Both within the Academic world and at the Universities of Applied Sciences, international
research should be developed that is embedded in an international debate. Creative
practitioners can enhance their capacities through different types of training through
capacity‐building activities such as formal professional education, informal training and
specific training programs.8 The Report states that ‘The successful promotion of creative
industries requires that they be reflected in the national education system, which would
offer targeted training opportunities at different levels (formal, non‐formal, informal) in
skills and knowledge that are relevant to professional participation in the creative‐
industries sector.’ As a consequence cooperation between the higher educational
echelons (HBO/WO) should be initiated, in order to improve the international presence in
the field of higher education.
7. International cooperation should be pursued on different levels. The first appropriate
level consists of the neighbours close‐by; the BENELUX and Germany. The next gremium
would be the European Union through UASNET, etc. The third level would be the wider
international scope regarding the Creative Economy. By the same token here too
institutions for Higher Education, whether at the University level or at the level of the
Universities of Applied Sciences, should be targeted in order to create an international
platform for publications and reflections upon the creative economy.

8
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3. THE CREATIVE ECONOMY REPORT 2008; EXCERPT
FOREWORD
The world economy has clearly seen an extraordinary expansion in the past five years. As
economic models do not function in isolation, the time has come to go beyond economics and
look for a more holistic development approach that considers their different cultural identities,
economic aspirations, social disparities and technological disadvantages. Development strategies
also must be updated in order to cope with the far‐reaching cultural and technological shifts
under way in our society.
Globalization and connectivity are new realities that have brought profound changes in lifestyles
worldwide. This is reshaping the overall pattern of cultural production, consumption and trade in
a world increasingly filled with images, sounds, texts and symbols. There is a clear need to better
grasp the complex interactions among the economic, cultural, technological and social aspects
guiding the dynamics of the world economy and the way people live in the twenty‐first century. In
this era of transformation, creativity and knowledge are fast becoming powerful means of
fostering development gains.
In this context, the interface among creativity, culture, economics and technology, as expressed in
the ability to create and circulate intellectual capital, has the potential to generate income, jobs
and export earnings while at the same time promoting social inclusion, cultural diversity and
human development. This is what the emerging creative economy has already begun to do as a
leading component of economic growth, employment, trade, innovation and social cohesion in
most advanced economies.
The creative economy has the potential to generate income and jobs while promoting social
inclusion, cultural diversity and human development.
Today’s creative industries involve the interplay of traditional, technology‐intensive and service‐
oriented subsectors. They range from folk art, festivals, music, books, paintings and performing
arts to more technology‐intensive subsectors such as the film industry, broadcasting, digital
animation and video games, and more service‐oriented fields such as architectural and advertising
services.
The Creative Economy 2008 Report provides empirical evidence that the creative industries are
among the most dynamic emerging sectors in world trade. Over the period 2000‐2005, trade in
creative goods and services increased at an unprecedented average annual rate of 8.7 per cent.
This positive trend occurred in all regions and groups of countries and is expected to continue into
the next decade, assuming that the global demand for creative goods and services continues to
rise.
The Creative Economy 2008 Report is an example of cooperation inside the United Nations
system, comprising contributions from five international organizations: UNCTAD, UNDP via its
Special Unit for South‐South Cooperation, UNESCO, WIPO and ITC. It is a joint endeavour that
builds on complementarities in order to enhance the effectiveness of international cooperation
and policy coherence in this innovative field. The creative economy is producing new
opportunities for both developed and developing countries, but the challenges ahead should not
be underestimated.
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CREATIVITY, CULTURE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Creativity, knowledge and access to information are recognized as powerful drivers of
development in the contemporary world, a new development paradigm is emerging that links the
economy and culture, embracing economic, cultural, technological and social aspects of
development at both the macro and micro levels. Central to the new paradigm is the fact that
creativity, knowledge and access to information are increasingly recognized as powerful engines
driving economic growth and promoting development in a globalizing world. “Creativity” in this
context refers to the formulation of new ideas and to the application of these ideas to produce
original works of art and cultural products, functional creations, scientific inventions and
technological innovations. There is thus an economic aspect to creativity, observable in the way it
contributes to entrepreneurship, fosters innovation, enhances productivity and promotes
economic growth.
The word “creativity” is associated with originality, imagination, inspiration, ingenuity and
inventiveness. Civilizations since time immemorial have been aware of these concepts. However,
the twenty‐first century has seen a growing understanding of the interface between creativity,
culture and economics, the rationale behind the emerging concept of the “creative economy”.
The concept of the “creative economy” is an evolving one that is gaining ground in contemporary
thinking about economic development. It entails a shift from the conventional models towards a
multidisciplinary model dealing with the interface between economics, culture and technology
and centred on the predominance of services and creative content.
There is no unique definition of the “creative economy”. It is a subjective concept that is still being
shaped. The present Report adopts the UNCTAD definition of the “creative economy”, which can
be summarized as follows:
• The creative economy is an evolving concept based on creative assets potentially
generating economic growth and development;
• It can foster income generation, job creation and export earnings while promoting social
inclusion, cultural diversity and human development;
• It embraces economic, cultural and social aspects interacting with technology, intellectual
property and tourism objectives;
• It is a set of knowledge‐based economic activities with a development dimension and
cross‐cutting linkages at macro and micro levels to the overall economy;
• It is a feasible development option calling for innovative multidisciplinary policy responses
and interministerial action;
At the heart of the creative economy are the creative industries.
“Creative industries” can be defined as the cycles of creation, production and distribution of goods
and services that use creativity and intellectual capital as primary inputs. They comprise a set of
knowledge‐based activities that produce tangible goods and intangible intellectual or artistic
services with creative content, economic value and market objectives.
Creative industries constitute a vast and heterogeneous field dealing with the interplay of various
creative activities ranging from traditional arts and crafts, publishing, music, and visual and
performing arts to more technology‐intensive and services‐oriented groups of activities such as
film, television and radio broadcasting, new media and design. The creative sector has a flexible
and modular market structure that ranges from independent artists and small‐business
enterprises at one extreme to some of the world’s largest conglomerates at the other.
Today, creative industries are among the most dynamic sectors in world trade. Over the period
2000‐2005, international trade in creative goods and services experienced an unprecedented
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average annual growth rate of 8.7 per cent. Nowadays in the most advanced countries, the
creative industries are emerging as a strategic choice for reinvigorating economic growth,
employment and social cohesion. The so‐called “creative cities” are proliferating in Europe and
North America, revitalizing the economy of urban centres through cultural and social
developments offering attractive jobs, particularly to young people.
SCOPE OF THE REPORT
The main purpose of the Creative Economy 2008 Report is to provide the conceptual and policy
framework for understanding the creative economy, with a view to identifying analytical tools
conducive to informed policy‐making. The Report introduces the concept of the “creative
economy”, reviews definitions, recognizes characteristics and identifies parameters to assist in
measuring the impact of the creative economy at the national and international levels. The
objective is to propose a shared vision and a policy oriented research agenda that reflects current
economic thinking and enables comparative analysis as the basis for national and international
policy formulation.
The Creative Economy 2008 Report recognizes the growing role of intellectual property rights
(IPRs) as a tool with which to generate earnings from creative industries. The need to improve
awareness and to reinforce the effectiveness of intellectual property regimes is highlighted. The
Report also presents an analysis of the phenomenon of connectivity and its influence on world
patterns of production, consumption and trade in tangible and intangible creative products. The
importance of ICT tools and the new business models with new forms of marketing and
distribution of creative content in the digital era are discussed. Technology plays a key role in the
creative economy not only as the essence of creative sectors such as audiovisuals and new media
but also as the means by which to access and circulate digitized content in today’s interactive
multimedia environment.
Given the multiplicity of approaches, the conclusion is reached that at this stage, there is no
consensual model of the optimum package of policies towards the creative industries.
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4. CONCEPT AND CONTEXT OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
EVOLVING CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
CREATIVITY
There is no simple definition of “creativity” that encompasses all the various dimensions of this
phenomenon. Indeed, in the field of psychology, where individual creativity has been most widely
studied, there is no agreement as to whether creativity is an attribute of people or a process by
which original ideas are generated. Nevertheless, the characteristics of creativity in different areas
of human endeavour can at least be articulated. For example, it can be suggested that:
• artistic creativity involves imagination and a capacity to generate original ideas and novel
ways of interpreting the world, expressed in text, sound and image;
• scientific creativity involves curiosity and a willingness to experiment and make new
connections in problem solving;
• and economic creativity is a dynamic process leading towards innovation in technology,
business practices, marketing, etc., and is closely linked to gaining competitive advantages
in the economy.
All of the above involve technological creativity to a greater or lesser extent and are interrelated.
Regardless of the way in which creativity is interpreted, there is no doubt that, by definition, it is a
key element in defining the scope of the creative industries and the creative economy.
Another approach is to consider creativity as a measurable social process. From the economic
point of view, however, a relationship between creativity and socioeconomic development is not
apparent, particularly the extent to which creativity contributes to economic growth. In this case,
it is important to measure not only economic outcomes of creativity but also the cycle of creative
activity through the interplay of four forms of capital – social cultural, human, and structural or
institutional – as the determinants of the growth of creativity – the creative capital. The
accumulated effects of these determinants are the “outcomes of creativity”. This is the framework
of the creativity index, also known as the 5 Cs model. “Creativity” can also be defined as the
process by which ideas are generated, connected and transformed into things that are valued.
“Originality” means creating something from nothing or reworking something that already exists.
CREATIVE GOODS AND SERVICES
The scope of the creative economy is determined by the extent of the creative industries. Defining
“creative industries”, however, is a matter of considerable inconsistency and disagreement in the
academic literature and in policymaking circles, especially in relation to the parallel concept of
“cultural industries”. Sometimes a distinction is made between the creative and the cultural
industries; sometimes the two terms are used interchangeably. A sensible way to proceed is to
begin by defining the goods and services that these industries produce.
The concept of “cultural products” can be articulated if the notion of “culture” is accepted
whether in its anthropological or its functional sense. It might be argued, for example, that
cultural goods and services such as artwork, musical performances, literature, film and television
programmes, and video games share the following characteristics:
• their production requires some input of human creativity;
• they are vehicles for symbolic messages to those who consume them, i.e., they are more
than simply utilitarian insofar as they additionally serve some larger, communicative
purpose;
• and they contain, at least potentially, some intellectual property that is attributable to the
individual or group producing the good or service.
An alternative or additional definition of “cultural goods and services” derives from a
consideration of the type of value that they embody or generate. That is, it can be suggested that
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these goods and services have cultural value in addition to whatever commercial value they may
possess and that this cultural value may not be fully measurable in monetary terms. In other
words, cultural activities of various sorts and the goods and services that they produce are valued:
both by those who make them and by those who consume them for social and cultural reasons
that are likely to complement or transcend a purely economic valuation.
These reasons might include aesthetic considerations or the contribution of the activities to
community understanding of cultural identity. If such cultural value can be identified, it may serve
as an observable characteristic by which to distinguish cultural goods and services as compared
with different types of commodities. Defined in either or both of these ways, “cultural goods and
services” can be seen as a subset of a wider category of goods that can be called “creative goods
and services”. These are man‐made products whose manufacture requires some reasonably
significant level of creativity. Thus the category “creative goods” extends beyond cultural goods as
defined above to include products such as fashion and software. These latter goods and services
can be seen as essentially commercial products, but their production does involve some level of
creativity.
This distinction between cultural and creative goods provides a basis for differentiating between
cultural and creative industries, as is discussed in the following sections.
CULTURAL INDUSTRIES
The term “culture industry” appeared in the post‐war period as a radical critique of mass
entertainment by members of the Frankfurt school led by Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer,
followed subsequently by writers such as Herbert Marcuse. At that time, “culture industry” was a
concept intended to shock; culture and industry were argued to be opposites and the term was
used in polemics against the limitations of modern cultural life. It continued to be used as an
expression of contempt for the popular newspapers, movies, magazines and music that distracted
the masses.
In the present day, there remain different interpretations of culture as an industry. For some, the
notion of “cultural industries” evokes dichotomies such as elite versus mass culture, high versus
popular culture, and fine arts versus commercial entertainment. More generally, however, the
proposition that the cultural industries are simply those industries that produce cultural goods
and services, typically defined along the lines outlined above, has gained greater acceptance.
In UNESCO, for example, the cultural industries are regarded as those industries that “combine
the creation, production and commercialisation of contents which are intangible and cultural in
nature. These contents are typically protected by copyright and they can take the form of goods or
services”. An important aspect of the cultural industries, according to UNESCO, is that they are
“central in promoting and maintaining cultural diversity and in ensuring democratic access to
culture”. This twofold nature – combining the cultural and the economic – gives the cultural
industries a distinctive profile.
Similarly, in France, the “cultural industries” have recently been defined as a set of economic
activities that combine the functions of conception, creation and production of culture with more
industrial functions in the large‐scale manufacture and commercialization of cultural products.
Such a definition seems to initiate a process leading towards a broader interpretation of the
cultural industries than that implied by traditional notions of the “cultural sector”.
CULTURAL ECONOMICS
Many politicians and academics, particularly in Europe and Latin America, use the concept of
“cultural economics” or the term “economy of culture” when dealing with the economic aspects
of cultural policy. Moreover, many artists and intellectuals feel uncomfortable with the emphasis
given to market aspects in the debate on the creative industries and hence the creative economy.
“Cultural economics” is the application of economic analysis to all of the creative and performing
arts, the heritage and cultural industries, whether publicly or private owned. It is concerned with
the economic organization of the cultural sector and with the behaviour of producers, consumers
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and governments in this sector. While the theoretical and economic analysis in the Creative
Economy 2008 Report is based on the principles of cultural economics as a discipline, the purpose
is to better understand the dynamics of creativity and its overall interactions with the world
economy, including its multidisciplinary dimension in which cultural policies interact with
technological and trade policies.
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Usage of the term “creative industries” varies among countries. It is of relatively recent origin,
emerging in Australia in 1994 with the launching of the report, Creative Nation. It was given wider
exposure by policy‐makers in the United Kingdom in 1997, when the Government, through the
Department of Culture, Media and Sport, set up the Creative Industries Task Force. It is
noteworthy that the designation “creative industries” that has developed since then has
broadened the scope of cultural industries beyond the arts and has marked a shift in approach to
potential commercial activities that until recently were regarded purely or predominantly in non‐
economic terms.
A number of different models have been put forward over recent years as a means of providing a
systematic understanding of the structural characteristics of the creative industries. The Report
reviews four of these models, highlighting the different classification systems they imply for the
creative economy. Each model has a particular rationale, depending on underlying assumptions
about the purpose and mode of operation of the industries. Each one leads to a somewhat
different basis for classification into “core” and “peripheral” industries within the creative
economy, emphasizing once again the difficulties in defining the “creative sector” that were
discussed earlier.
There is no “right” or “wrong” model of the creative industries. From the viewpoint of statistical
data collection, however, a standardized set of definitions and a common classification system are
needed as a basis for designing a workable framework for dealing with the creative industries
within the larger standard industrial classification systems that apply across the whole economy.
THE UNCTAD CLASSIFICATION OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
The UNCTAD approach to the creative industries relies on enlarging the concept of “creativity”
from activities having a strong artistic component to “any economic activity producing symbolic
products with a heavy reliance on intellectual property and for as wide a market as possible”
(UNC‐ TAD, 2004). UNCTAD makes a distinction between “upstream activities” (traditional cultural
activities such as performing arts or visual arts) and “downstream activities” (much closer to the
market, such as advertising, publishing or media‐related activities) and argues that the second
group derives its commercial value from low reproduction costs and easy transfer to other
economic domains. From this perspective, cultural industries make up a subset of the creative
industries.
Creative industries are vast in scope, dealing with the interplay of various subsectors. These
subsectors range from activities rooted in traditional knowledge and cultural heritage such as arts
and crafts, and cultural festivities, to more technology and services‐oriented subgroups such as
audiovisuals and the new media. The UNCTAD classification of creative industries is divided into
four broad groups: heritage, arts, media and functional creations. These groups are in turn divided
into nine subgroups. It should be noted that all trade statistics presented in the Creative Economy
2008 Report are based on this classification.
According to this classification, the creative industries comprise four groups, taking into account
their distinct characteristics.
UNCTAD DEFINITION OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
The creative industries:
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are the cycles of creation, production and distribution of goods and services that use
creativity and intellectual capital as primary inputs;
constitute a set of knowledge‐based activities, focused on but not limited to arts,
potentially generating revenues from trade and intellectual property rights;
comprise tangible products and intangible intellectual or artistic services with creative
content, economic value and market objectives;
are at the cross‐road among the artisan, services and industrial sectors; and constitute a
new dynamic sector in world trade. 9 See Creative Industries and Development (document
TD(XI)/BP/13, 4 June 2004).

Cultural heritage is identified as the origin of all forms of arts and the soul of cultural and creative
industries. It is the starting point of this classification. It is heritage that brings together cultural
aspects from the historical, anthropological, ethnic, aesthetic and societal viewpoints, influences
creativity and is the origin of a number of heritage goods and services as well as cultural activities.
Associated with heritage is the concept of “traditional knowledge and cultural expressions”
embedded in the creation of arts and crafts as well as in folklore and traditional cultural festivities.
This group is therefore divided into two subgroups:
1. Traditional cultural expressions: arts and crafts, festivals and celebrations; and
2. Cultural sites: archaeological sites, museums, libraries, exhibitions, etc.
3. Arts.
This group includes creative industries based purely on art and culture. Artwork is inspired by
heritage, identity values and symbolic meaning. This group is divided into two large subgroups:
1. Visual arts: painting, sculpture, photography and antiques; and
2. Performing arts: live music, theatre, dance, opera, circus, puppetry, etc.
3. Media.
This group covers two subgroups of media that produce creative content with the purpose of
communicating with large audiences (“new media” is classified separately):
1. Publishing and printed media: books, press and other publications; and
2. Audiovisuals: film, television, radio and other broadcasting.
3. Functional creations.
This group comprises more demand‐driven and services‐oriented industries creating goods and
services with functional purposes. It is divided into the following subgroups:
1. Design: interior, graphic, fashion, jewellery, toys;
2. New media: software, video games, and digitalized creative content; and
3. Creative services: architectural, advertising, cultural and recreational, creative research
and development (R&D), digital and other related creative services.
There is an ongoing debate about whether science and R&D are components of the creative
economy. Sport and its role in the creative economy are also debatable. From the conceptual
viewpoint adopted by the present Report, however, sport is associated more with training, rules
and competition than with creative content. Therefore, sport is not included in the UNCTAD
classification of “creative industries”.
THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
Regardless of the way in which the creative industries are defined and classified, there is no
disagreement that they lay at the centre of what can be labelled in broader terms the “creative
economy”. The term “creative economy” appeared in 2001 in John Howkins’ book about the
relationship between creativity and economics. For Howkins, “creativity is not new and neither is
economics, but what is new is the nature and the extent of the relationship between them and
how they combine to create extraordinary value and wealth”. Howkins’ use of the term “creative
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economy” is broad, covering fifteen creative industries extending from arts to the wider fields of
science and technology. For Howkins, there are two kinds of creativity: the kind that relates to
people’s fulfilment as individuals and the kind that generates a product. The first one is a universal
characteristic of humanity and is found in all societies and cultures. The second is stronger in
industrial societies, which put a higher value on novelty, on science and technological innovation,
and on intellectual property rights (IPRs).
There is no unique definition of the “creative economy”. It is a subjective concept that is still being
shaped. There is, however, growing convergence on a core group of creative industries and their
overall interactions both in individual countries and at the international level.
The Creative Economy 2008 Report adopts the UNCTAD definition of the “creative economy”. The
“creative economy” is an evolving concept based on creative assets potentially generating
economic growth and development.
• It can foster income‐generation, job creation and export earnings while promoting social
inclusion, cultural diversity and human development.
• It embraces economic, cultural and social aspects interacting with technology, intellectual
property and tourism objectives.
• It is a set of knowledge‐based economic activities with a development dimension and
cross‐cutting linkages at macro and micro levels to the overall economy.
• It is a feasible development option calling for innovative, multidisciplinary policy
responses and interministerial action.
• At the heart of the creative economy are the creative industries.
Thus it can be seen that the concept of the “creative economy” has evolved along several paths
over the last ten years. It has emerged as a means of focusing attention on the role of creativity as
a force in contemporary economic life, embodying the proposition that economic and cultural
development are not separate or unrelated phenomena but part of a larger process of sustainable
development in which both economic and cultural growth can occur hand in hand. In particular,
the idea of the creative economy in the developing world draws attention to the significant
creative assets and rich cultural resources that exist in all developing countries. The creative
industries that use these resources not only enable countries to tell their own stories and to
project their own unique cultural identities to themselves and to the world but they also provide
these countries with a source of economic growth, employment creation and increased
participation in the global economy. At the same time, the creative economy promotes social
inclusion, cultural diversity and human development.

THE CREATIVE CLASS AND CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS
A broad interpretation of creativity also underlies Richard Florida’s descriptions of the emerging
“creative class” in society, a cohort of professional, scientific and artistic workers whose presence
generates economic, social and cultural dynamism, especially in urban areas. More specifically,
the creative class includes people in science and engineering, architecture and design, education,
arts, music and entertainment whose economic function is to create new ideas, new technology
or new creative content. In Florida’s approach, the creative class also includes a broader group of
creative professionals in business, finance and law. Whether they are artists or engineers,
musicians or computer scientists, writers or entrepreneurs, these workers share a common
creative ethos that values creativity, individuality, difference and merit. In sum, they are people
who add economic value through creativity. The values of the creative class are individuality,
meritocracy, diversity and openness.
Florida estimated that at the beginning of the twenty‐first century, the creative class represented
almost one third of the workforce in the United States of America and that the creative sector
accounted for nearly half of all wage and salary income in this country, about $1.7 trillion, as much
as the manufacturing and service sectors combined. “Creativity is not intelligence. Creativity
involves the ability to synthesize. It is a matter of sifting through data, perceptions and materials
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to come up with something new and useful”. In his second book, Florida points out that we are
entering the creative age, as the rise of creativity is the prime factor of our economy. He presents
his “3 Ts theory” for economic growth: technology, talent and tolerance. His theory differs from
the conventional theory since he argues that talent drives growth. He then goes a step further by
adding the third T, tolerance, which is needed to attract human capital. Criticisms have been
raised about Florida’s work, including that the range of occupational categories to define the
creative class is too broad. Nevertheless, it is recognized that he has contributed to advancing a
public discourse about the emerging creative economy.
Along these lines, the notion of “creative entrepreneurs” is also emerging to characterize
successful and talented entrepreneurial people able to transform ideas into creative products or
services for society.
In the last 20 years, intellectual property has become increasingly important to businesses, and
personal computers started appearing on every desk‐ top, employees morphed into knowledge
workers, companies began to focus on knowledge management and key information was stored in
knowledge bases connected – in theory – via knowledge networks. The result was the knowledge
economy, a phenomenon that has transformed the business of business and helped entire
emerging economies to compete globally.
In this context, however, most of the "knowledge" on which the knowledge economy is built is
actually just information – data, facts and basic business intelligence. As management guru Tom
Davenport once said, "Knowledge is information combined with experience, context,
interpretation, and reflection”. It is the knowledge derived from information that gives you a
competitive edge. Many of us now live in an "information democracy" – if you have access to a
personal computer (PC) and the Internet, you can tap into almost all the information that is
publicly available worldwide. Advanced software and Web services can help trace, slice and dice
the information in ways that were impossible a decade ago.
The emergence of low‐cost PCs gave rise to a powerful network that has transformed
opportunities for learning and communicating. The magical thing about this network is not just
that it collapses distance and makes everyone your neighbour. Already, a new generation of
technology is transforming expectations for how we will conduct business, communicate, access
entertainment and much more. Increasingly, people envision a world of anywhere access – a
world in which the information, the communities and the content that they value are available
instantly and easily no matter where they are.

CREATIVE CITIES
The idea of a creative economy has also been applied specifically to the economy of cities, leading
to the emergence of the concept of a “creative city”. This term describes an urban complex where
cultural activities of various sorts are an integral component of the city’s economic and social
functioning. Such cities tend to be built upon a strong social and cultural infrastructure, to have
relatively high concentrations of creative employment, and to be attractive to inward investment
because of their well‐established cultural facilities.
Charles Landry, in his seminal work on the concept of the creative city, argues that cities have one
crucial resource: their people. Creativity is replacing location, natural resources and market access
as a principal key to urban dynamism. He points out that “Today many of the world’s cities face
periods of transition largely brought about by the vigour of renewed globalization. These
transitions vary from region to region. In areas such as Asia, cities are growing, while in others,
such as Europe, old industries are disappearing and the value added in cities is created less
through what is manufactured and more through intellectual capital applied to products,
processes and services”.
Creative cities use their creative potential in various ways. Some function as nodes for generating
cultural experiences for inhabitants and visitors through the presentation of their cultural heritage
assets or through their cultural activities in the performing and visual arts. Some, such as
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Bayreuth, Edinburgh or Salzburg, use festivals that shape the identity of the whole city. Others
look to broader cultural and media industries to provide employment and incomes and to act as
centres for urban and regional growth. In other cases, a more pervasive role for culture in the
creative city rests on the capacity of the arts and culture to foster urban liveability, social cohesion
and cultural identity.
The contribution of the creative sector to the economic vitality of cities can be measured in terms
of the direct contribution of the sector to output, value added, incomes and employment and
further through the indirect and induced effects caused, for example, by the expenditures of
tourists visiting the city to experience its cultural attractions. In addition, cities with an active
cultural life can attract inward investment in other industries seeking to locate in centres that will
provide an enjoyable, stimulating environment for employees.
THE CREATIVE CITY
The notion of “creativity” has moved centre‐stage given the dramatic shifts in global terms of
trade, the operating dynamics of the economy, the rise of the talent agenda and the repositioning
of cities worldwide. Everyone is now in the creativity game. Creativity has become a mantra of our
age, endowed almost exclusively with positive virtues. At my last count, over 60 cities worldwide
called themselves “creative city” from Creative Manchester to Bristol and, of course, Creative
London in Britain. And ditto Canada: Toronto with its Culture Plan for the Creative City; Vancouver
and the Creative City Task Force and Ottawa’s plan to be a creative city. In Australia we find the
Brisbane Creative City strategy; there is Creative Auckland. In the United States, there is creative
Cincinnati, creative Tampa Bay and the welter of creative regions such as creative New England.
Partners for Livable Communities in Washington, D.C., launched a Creative Cities Initiative in 2001;
Osaka set up a Graduate School for Creative Cities in 2003 and launched a Japanese Creative Cities
Network in 2005; and since 2004, there has been “Yokohama: Creative City”. Even UNESCO,
through its Global Alliance for Cultural Diversity, launched its Creative Cities Network in 2004,
crowning Edinburgh as the first member for its literary creativity, and since then, over a dozen
have followed.
To simplify, there are four ways in which the term “creative city” has been used.
• The creative city as arts and cultural infrastructure. Indeed, on closer examination, most
of the strategies and plans are in fact concerned with strengthening the arts and cultural
fabric, such as support for the arts and artists and the institutional infrastructure to
match.
• The creative city as the creative economy. Increasingly, there is a focus on fostering the
creative industries or creative economy, which is seen as a platform for developing the
economy and even the city. At its core there are three main domains: the arts and cultural
heritage, the media and entertainment industries, and the creative business‐to‐ business
services. The latter sphere is perhaps the most important since it can add value to every
product or service. Design, advertising and entertainment in particular act as drivers of
innovation in the broader economy and shape the so‐called “experience economy”.
• The creative city as synonymous with a strong creative class. Richard Florida, who
introduced the term “creative class”, makes an important conceptual shift by focusing on
the creative role of people in the “creative age”. He argues that the economy is moving
from a corporate‐centred system to a people‐driven one and companies now move to
people and not people to jobs, and cities need a people climate as well as a business
climate. Florida develops indicators to measure the attributes of places that attract and
retain the creative class, which in turn attracts companies. Artists constitute one group at
the core of this class, as are creative economy people and importantly, scientists, so the
city with a strong creative class is broader than the first two definitions. Cities are locked
in competition to attract, keep or grow their own creative classes, and the factors that
contribute to this, such as good air connections, research capacity, venture capital
investment, and clusters of producers, are all well known in the widely copied “Silicon
Somewhere” model. The cities that are succeeding in the new economy are also the most
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diverse, tolerant and bohemian places. Cities that are investing heavily in high technology
futures but that also are not providing a broad mix of cultural experiences will fall behind
in the longer term. The central concern of Richard Florida in The Rise of the Creative Class
is the “quality of place”, captured by inquiring: What’s there? Who’s there? and What’s
going on?
The creative city as a place that fosters a culture of creativity. The three definitions
described above are helpful, but this is not what the “creative city” is exclusively
concerned with. The “creative city” notion is broader than that of the “creative economy”
and “creative class”. It sees the city is an integrated system of multiple organizations and
an amalgam of cultures in the public, private and community sectors. It claims that in a
period of dramatic change, the disparate bodies in a city need to each become more
inventive and work together to address the challenges; otherwise, they will go backwards.

As cities became large and complex enough to present problems of urban management so they
became laboratories that developed the solutions – technological, conceptual and social – to the
problems of growth”. The idea of the “creative city” emerged in the late 1980s. It was a response
to the fact that globally, cities had been struggling and restructuring as global terms of trade
shifted to the East and elsewhere. When the “creative city” notion was more publicly introduced
in the early 1990s, the philosophy was that there is always more potential in any place than any of
us would think at first sight, even though very few cities, perhaps London, Tokyo, New York or
Amsterdam, are comprehensively creative. It posits that conditions need to be created for people
to think, plan and act with imagination in harnessing opportunities ranging from addressing
homelessness to creating wealth or getting artists to unsettle conventional attitudes. The concept
is that ordinary people can make the extraordinary happen and that if everyone were just 5 per
cent more imaginative about what they did, the impact would be dramatic.
The creative city In the “creative city”, it is not only artists and those involved in the creative
economy who are creative. Creativity can come from anyone who addresses issues in an inventive
way, be it a social worker, a business person, an engineer, a scientist or a public servant. In the
urban context, interestingly, it is combined teams that, with different insights, generate the most
interesting ideas and projects. This implies that the “creative city” is a place that is imaginative
comprehensively. It has a creative bureaucracy, creative individuals, organizations, schools,
universities and much more. By encouraging creativity and legitimizing the use of imagination
within the public, private and community spheres, the idea bank of possibilities and potential
solutions to any urban problem will be broadened. The “creative city” requires infrastructures
beyond the hardware – buildings, roads or sewage. Creative infrastructure is a combination of the
hard and the soft, including, too, the mental infrastructure, the way a city approaches
opportunities and problems, the atmosphere and the enabling devices that it fosters through its
incentives and regulatory structures. The soft infrastructure needs to include: a highly skilled and
flexible labour force; dynamic thinkers, creators and implementers; being able to give maverick
personalities space; strong communication linkages internally and with the external world; and an
overall culture of entrepreneurship whether this is applied to social or economic ends. This
establishes a creative rub as the imaginative city stands on the cusp of a dynamic and tense
equilibrium. Being creative as an individual or organization is relatively easy, yet to be creative as a
city is a different proposition, given the amalgam of cultures and interests involved. This usually
implies taking measured risks, widespread leadership, a sense of going somewhere, being
determined but not deterministic and, crucially, being strategically principled and tactically
flexible. To maximize this requires a change in mindset, perception, ambition and will, and an
understanding of the city’s networking capacity and its cultural depth and richness. This
transformation has a strong impact on organizational culture. It requires thousands of changes in
mindset, creating the conditions for people to become agents of change rather than victims of
change, seeing transformation as a lived experience, not a one‐off event. It requires bureaucracies
that are themselves creative. The built environment – the stage, the setting, the container – is
crucial for establishing a milieu. Essentially, the city is seen as a complex adaptive system where a
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more holistic approach creates “systemic creativity” and where creativity is leveraged in the entire
community. This milieu creates the mood of the city, the atmosphere and its culture.
CREATIVE CLUSTERS, NETWORKS AND DISTRICTS
A specific aspect of the growth of creative production within an urban context derives from the
existence of agglomeration externalities, the beneficial spillovers that accrue to firms from
proximity to one another. It is not only in cities that such effects can be realized. In principle,
groups of creative businesses might grow up in any location if the conditions for development of a
creative cluster exist. The tendency of firms producing cultural products such as music, film, visual
arts, fashion, design and so on to converge in distinctive clusters reflects the economic, social and
cultural interactions that develop between firms and that become essential to their survival and
growth. As Allen Scott argues (Scott, 2005:7), “By clustering together, firms are able to economize
on their spatial inter‐linkages, to reap the multiple advantages of spatially concentrated labour
markets, to tap into the abundant information flows and innovative potentials that are present
wherever many different specialized but complementary producers are congregated, and so on.”
As Michael Porter has argued (Porter, 1990), the production of creative goods and services under
these circumstances can be shown to enhance efficiency and productivity growth and promote
sustainable development.18 In an urban context, this has been observed in traditional centres of
cultural production and creative activity such as London, Los Angeles, New York and Paris and,
more recently, in the metropolitan surroundings of Bombay, Hong Kong, Mexico City, Seoul and
Shanghai.
It is not only in the major centres that such cultural districts arise, however. In many parts of the
world, similar processes are going on to produce local concentrations of cultural production that
both provide economic empowerment for the community and reflect the traditional knowledge,
skills and cultural traditions of the people.

Major drivers of the creative economy worldwide

5. MAJOR DRIVERS OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY WORLDWIDE
The major drivers responsible for the extraordinary growth in the creative industries worldwide
can be found in both technology and economics. The technological transformations in
communications brought about by the digital revolution and the economic environment within
which this revolution has taken place have combined to create the conditions for this growth.
TECHNOLOGY
The convergence of multimedia and telecommunication technologies has led to an integration of
the means by which creative content is produced, distributed and consumed and has in turn
fostered new forms of artistic and creative expression. At the same time, the deregulation of
media and telecommunication industries and the privatization of previously State‐owned
enterprises in these spheres have opened the way for massive growth in private‐sector
investment, with consequent effects on output and employment across the board.
Digital technology has brought about enormous growth in the range of media through which
creative content is conveyed to consumers, such as video‐on‐demand, music podcasting,
streaming, computer games and the provision of television services via cable, satellite and the
Internet. Overall, the number of distribution channels and platforms has continued to grow,
generating an increasing demand for creative content. It is the task of the creative industries,
wherever they are located, to supply this content in a way that is culturally expressive and
economically profitable.
Underlying these developments has been a more general trend in economic policy‐making
towards a broadening of the concept of “innovation” from one concerned only with science and
technology into a more wide‐reaching appreciation of the role of creativity in the economy.
Opening up the idea of creativity as a driving force in the knowledge economy pushes the creative
industries into the spotlight as a primary source of the skilled workforce that can produce creative
ideas and make innovation happen across a wide range of activities from business
entrepreneurship to imaginative new social programmes.
DEMAND
Growth in demand for creative products has also been a significant driver of the growth of the
creative economy. Several factors lie behind this demand push. First, rising real incomes in
industrialized countries have tended to increase the demand for income‐elastic products,
including creative goods and services. Moreover, the real prices of some of these products and
particularly the prices of the means for their mediated consumption have fallen as technology
advances, leading to further upward pressure on demand.
A further factor that continues to drive the growth of the creative economy is the changing
patterns of cultural consumption. Again it is the spread of new communication technologies that
lies behind the transformation. New generations of consumers are using the Internet, mobile
telephony, digital media, etc., in ways that not only expand their range of cultural experiences but
also transform them from passive recipients of cultural messages into active co‐creators of
cultural content. The sense of empowerment brought about by these developments and the
process of redefining cultural identities are likely to continue as significant influences on the
growth of the creative industries in the future.
The emergence of consumers as creators or co‐creators of creative products has stimulated an
enormous amount of cultural interaction and interchange. Some of this has been harnessed by
firms in the creative industries that have been able to involve consumers in the co‐production of
their good or service. Examples include open‐source software and peer‐produced information (see
chapter 7).
TOURISM
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Worldwide growth in tourism has continued in recent years and has helped to fuel the growth of
those creative industries selling creative goods and cultural services into the tourist market. The
cultural sector contributes to tourism through the demand for visits to cultural heritage sites,
museums and galleries, festivals and so on as well as tourists’ interest in attending music, dance,
theatre and opera performances in most cities and towns. More generally, the cultural ambience
and traditions of different locations can be an attraction for tourists, especially for those classified
as “cultural tourists” whose demand is more discriminating and culturally aware than that of the
so‐called “mass tourist”.
Cultural tourism centred on heritage sites has become a rapidly growing industry in many
countries over the last several decades, supported among other things by the UNESCO World
Heritage List. The World Heritage List currently includes 851 properties. In recent years, however,
there has been a shift in the approach to cultural tourism. UNESCO is urging governments to
better balance tourism with protection, fearful that some of the most beautiful and important
cultural and natural sites are being harmed by throngs of visitors. International organizations such
as the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) and UNCTAD have therefore been
actively promoting a shift in the attitude of governments towards the formulation of tourism
policy, focusing on the concept that tourism policy should be both culturally and environmentally
friendly and benefit local people.

The multiple dimensions of the creative economy

6. THE MULTIPLE DIMENSIONS OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
The creative economy is not monolithic, but it has a multitude of dimensions and it contributes to
economic, social and cultural development in a number of ways.
ECONOMIC ASPECTS
From the economic perspective, international trade is a key component of the creative economy.
According to UNC TAD, world trade in creative‐industry products increased sharply in recent years.
In the period 2000‐2005, trade in goods and services from the creative industries grew on average
by 8.7 per cent annually. For instance, world exports of visual arts more than doubled from $10.3
billion in 1996 to $22.1 billion in 2005. Exports of audiovisuals tripled over the same period (see
chapter 5); much of the trade in audiovisual products occurs in the form of rights transactions as
the means for buying and selling creative content. The functioning of intellectual property markets
both nationally and internationally depends on the existence of effective copyright regimes in the
countries involved, allowing efficient collection and equitable distribution of copyright payments.
SOCIAL ASPECTS
A major social impact of the creative industries is their contribution to employment. It should be
noted that creative industries are both knowledge intensive, requiring specific skills and high‐level
qualifications of their workforce, and labour intensive, especially those with a high concentration
of creative inputs, as occurs, for example, in theatre or film production. The contribution of the
creative industries to employment is usually significant; typically, they account for around 2 to 8
per cent of the workforce in the economy, again depending on the scope of the sector as defined.
The job‐creation potential of these industries can be important in policy terms. For example,
strategies aimed at redeveloping depressed industrial regions in a number of countries have
looked to the establishment of creative industries as an effective way to boost employment.
Furthermore, it is sometimes noted that the quality of jobs generated by the creative economy
may provide greater levels of employee satisfaction than more routine occupations because of the
commitment and sense of cultural involvement engendered among participants in a creative
endeavour.
Another important social aspect of the creative industries relates to their role in fostering social
inclusion. At the grass‐roots level, the creative economy includes cultural activities that can be
important in linking social groups in communities and contributing to social cohesion.
Communities that are plagued by social tensions and conflicts of various sorts can often be
brought together through shared participation in cultural rituals. Initiatives such as community
arts programmes build social capital by boosting the ability and motivation of people to become
engaged in community life and inculcating skills that can be usefully employed in local creative
industries. Furthermore, creative activity can be shown to be important for individual health and
psychological well‐being.
As many women work in the production of arts and crafts, fashion‐related areas and the
organization of cultural activities, the creative economy can also play a catalytic role in promoting
gender balance in the creative workforce, particularly in developing countries. It can also facilitate
greater absorption of some categories of generally marginalized talented workers involved in
creative activities in the informal sector of the economy.
In addition, the creative economy has important relationships with the educational systems in
both developed and developing countries. In schools, the role of the arts in forming children’s
social attitudes and behaviours is well recognized. In adult education, many possibilities exist for
using education in culture and the arts to enhance understanding of society and its functions.
There is a two‐way relationship between the education system and the creative industries. On the
one hand, education and training institutions are responsible for turning out individuals with the
skills and motivation to join the creative workforce. On the other hand, the creative industries
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provide the necessary artistic and cultural inputs into the education system to facilitate students’
education in the society in which they live and, in the longer term, to build a more culturally aware
population.
CULTURAL ASPECTS
Whether the term “culture” is interpreted in an anthropological sense to mean the shared values
and traditions that identify a community or a nation and bind it together or whether it takes a
more functional sense to mean the practice of the arts, the creative economy as a purveyor of
creative goods and services clearly has profound cultural implications. Perhaps these effects are
best summarized by the proposition that cultural activities give rise to both economic and cultural
value; it is the latter that provides the distinctive contribution that these products make to
individuals, to the economy and to society. From a policy perspective, the generation of cultural
value alongside economic value from the operation of the creative industries is relevant because it
serves the cultural objectives of society, which stand alongside the economic objectives of a
government and are reflected in the broad‐ranging reach of its cultural policy. The cultural value
of identity is especially important here, whether understood at the level of a nation, a region or a
city, town or village or whether it is expressed in terms of some other grouping.
Diversity is a cultural dimension of the creative industries that has become more prominent in
recent years. As processes of globalization continue, the value of cultural diversity has been more
sharply defined and the role of the creative industries in promoting it has been more clearly
understood. The Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity adopted by UNESCO in 2001 sees
diversity as being embodied in the “uniqueness and plurality” of the identities of various societies
and groups, a common heritage of humankind. Since culture itself is intrinsic to the realization of
human aspirations, it is argued that cultural diversity will be an important factor in promoting
economic, social and cultural development. These sentiments were in turn given substance in the
Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions mentioned
earlier, where the cultural industries are specifically identified as essential to the achievement of
the benefits of cultural diversity in developed and developing countries alike.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
The creative industries also contribute to sustainable development. It is becoming increasingly
recognized that the concept of “sustainability” has a larger scope beyond simply its application to
the environment. The tangible and intangible cultural capital of a community, a nation or a region
of the world is something that must be preserved for future generations just as natural resources
and ecosystems need to be safeguarded to ensure continuation of human life on the planet.
Cultural sustainability implies a development process that maintains all types of cultural assets,
from minority languages and traditional rituals to artworks, artefacts and heritage buildings and
sites. It is the creative industries that provide the services and the investments necessary for
culturally sustainable development paths to be followed.

The cross‐cutting nature of creative industries; Need for concerted interministerial policies

7. THE CROSS‐CUTTING NATURE OF CREATIVE INDUSTRIES; NEED FOR CONCERTED
INTERMINISTERIAL POLICIES
The creative economy extends into a wide range of areas of political responsibility and
government administration. Although many governments have set up specific ministries,
departments or specialized units to deal with the creative industries, almost all areas of
government policy have some sort of interaction with these industries, including in the following
fields:
• economic development: as noted above, creative industries can be a significant
contributor to national economic growth, making them a focus of interest on the part of
treasuries, ministries of finance and planning departments;
• trade: creative goods and services comprise an important element in the international
trade of most countries and thus come under the policy surveillance of ministries of trade,
foreign affairs and international relations;
• regional growth: the creative sector may be a specific target for development strategies in
the context of regional economic planning; labour: as noted earlier, the employment
effects of the creative industries are significant, making them an area of interest in labour‐
market policy;
• domestic and foreign investment: private investment in creative industries may be
encouraged or channelled in certain directions by specific fiscal or regulatory measures;
• technology and communications: given the importance of new communication
technologies to the growth of the creative Concept and context of the creative economy
sector, the regulation (or deregulation) of telephone services, the Internet, broadband,
satellite communications, etc., all have important implications for the creative industries;
• culture: the core functions of the creative arts are frequently supported by governments
in pursuit of both economic and cultural objectives;
• tourism: as noted earlier, in a number of countries, there is a close association between
the creative industries – particularly the performing and visual arts and the provision of
heritage services – and the contribution of tourism to the economic viability of towns,
cities and regions; social affairs: policies dealing with poverty alleviation, social tensions
among minorities, youth and gender issues can be tackled through the creative economy;
• education: vocational training for the workforce of the creative industries is a matter of
increasing interest as the industries expand and evolve. The more general aspects of arts
in education are also relevant, as discussed earlier.
NEED FOR DIALOGUE WITH MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDERS
In addition to the cross‐cutting nature of political and administrative responsibilities, there is also
a similar multiplicity of levels of involvement if one looks at the various sectors of the economy
with which the creative industries are engaged. Individuals and organizations involved in cultural
activities and active in the creative economy operate in the following areas:
• the public sector (public cultural institutions such as museums, galleries, public service
broadcasting organizations, etc.);
• the for‐profit private sector (a wide range of commercial operations in all fields of culture
and creative production and distribution);
• the non‐profit sector (theatre and dance companies, festivals, orchestras and other music
ensembles, craft cooperatives, etc., some of which may receive government financial
incentives); and civil society (advocacy non‐governmental organizations (NGOs),
foundations, academia, artistic and creator’s professional associations, sectoral
organizations, etc.).
NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISMS
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The multidimensionality and cross‐cutting nature of the creative industries mean that there is an
inevitable tendency for policy strategies to become fragmented. If this leads to the application of
piecemeal measures, there may be a danger that the policy strategies are contradictory in their
impact. It is clear that an integrated approach towards enhancing the creative industries and
hence the creative economy is needed in policy‐making. This approach requires effective
institutional mechanisms for coordination of policies across the various agencies with
responsibilities in this area.
THE CREATIVE ECONOMY IN THE DEVELOPED WORLD
There is no doubt that, whether viewed from a global or a national perspective, the creative
economy – however it is defined – is growing, and growing rapidly. Data for the broadest
conceptualization of the creative economy show that in the 1990s in OECD countries, it grew at an
annual rate that was more than twice that of the service industries overall and more than four
times that of manufacturing.
In many advanced economies, the creative economy is now recognized as a leading sector in
generating economic growth, employment and trade. In Europe, the creative economy generated
a turnover of 654 billion euros in 2003, increasing 12 per cent faster than the overall economy and
employing about 4.7 million people.
The creative industries contribute to output, value added, income and the balance of payments.
Typically, these industries have contributed somewhere between 2 and 6 per cent of GDP,
depending on the definitions used.

The development dimension

8. THE DEVELOPMENT DIMENSION
POLICY IMPLICATIONS: THE MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The MDGs are an expression of the overall international consensus for the global development
agenda in the coming years. There are eight goals with specific timebound targets to be reached
by 2015. These goals are to:
(1) eradicate extreme poverty and hunger;
(2) achieve universal primary education;
(3) promote gender equality and empower women;
(4) reduce child mortality;
(5) improve maternal health;
(6) combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases;
(7) ensure environmental sustainability; and
(8) develop a global partnership for development.
The MDGs address development challenges not as a separate, but as an inherent, part of the
global economy and societies. The goals encompass the holistic approach to development echoed
in concepts such as the “human development index”, “liveable societies” and “gross national
happiness”. The full realization of these goals necessitates innovative and cross‐sectoral
approaches to development and the serious consideration of issues such as culture, environment
and social development.
The creative sectors of developing economies have significant potential to contribute towards the
achievement of at least the following six specific components of the MDGs:
• Poverty eradication and reduction of inequality. The manifestations of a people’s culture –
the customs, rituals, artefacts, music and so on – permeate the daily lives of men, women
and children and constitute a significant element in providing for their happiness and well‐
being. Any strategy that uses culture as a means of economic development and
empowerment has the capacity to reach out to all members of a community and to affect
their lives in some way regardless of their socioeconomic status. It follows that sustainable
development of the creative industries at the local level, especially if it targets the arts,
creative activities and the growth of small business, will be capable of making an
important contribution to poverty eradication and the reduction of inequality. Contrary to
more traditional, larger‐scale industrial development, the business unit in the creative‐
industries sector is typically quite small, often comprising family businesses. This means
that the product originates in many diverse units while the production is mostly on a small
scale. In this respect, the creative industries are particularly suited to contribute to
community regeneration and correspond well with the practice in more traditional
societies.
• Gender equality. The production of creative goods and services provides many
opportunities for women to participate in creative activity that yields both economic and
cultural rewards. It can be seen, therefore, that a development strategy involving the
creative industries is likely to advance the MDG of enhancing equality in economic and
social opportunity for women in developing economies.
• Sustainable development strategies. The integration of culture into strategies for moving
the economies of developing countries onto a sustainable development path is clearly
served by promotion of the creative industries. As already observed, one of the most
attractive attributes of these industries is their potential for linking economic with cultural
development in a way that can not only generate substantial economic rewards but also
yield significant cultural payoffs by stimulating creativity and civic engagement, advancing
cultural awareness and promoting the benefits of cultural diversity.
• Global partnerships for development. One of the key prospects for advancing the
achievement of the MDG concerned with encouraging international cooperation to assist
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the developing world lies in a willingness of developed countries to take positive steps to
expand their imports of creative goods from Southern countries. A number of avenues
exist for such cooperation, including cultural exchanges of various sorts, especially when
the exchanges function as a prelude to opening up opportunities for cultural trade.
Furthermore, it is not only North‐South partnerships that are implicated here; there are
significant prospects for South‐South cooperation in the creative economy field as well.
Strategies for the social inclusion of youth. It has been found that the arts and cultural
activity can be used successfully as a means of engaging in productive work young people
who would otherwise be unemployed and perhaps at risk of antisocial conduct. Creative
work can provide a sense of purpose in otherwise seemingly futile lives, and engagement
in artistic production of various sorts can raise self‐esteem and social awareness. In this
respect, the fostering of locally based creative industries may provide productive
opportunities for young people and, in rural areas, help to discourage the drift to the cities
that so often contributes to the problem of marginalized youth.
Spreading access to new communications. As noted above, development of the creative
economy is strongly associated with new communication technologies. Hence as the
creative industries expand in any country or region, so also do capabilities for using such
technologies not just in those industries themselves but also more widely. Fostering the
creative industries can thus be seen as consistent with the MDG target of making the
benefits of new technologies, especially ICTs, more generally available in the developing
world.

THE CREATIVE ECONOMY: LINKAGES AND DEVELOPMENT IMPLICATIONS
The approach advocated in the Creative Economy 2008 Report differs from, yet complements,
that of “culture and development”. The creative economy perspective stresses the direct
economic impact of cultural production, not simply its indirect effects on, for example, tourism. As
a consequence of this added emphasis, care is needed in regard to policy objectives and
evaluation. In particular, it must be recognized that policies involving culture and the creative
economy may have different types of outcomes; some may even include competing priorities.
Thus, it is important that policy objectives be clear and not overly ambitious in their claims so that
they can be fairly evaluated.
Economic imbalances and social inequalities remain visible challenges of the globalizing world
despite the technological advances and the prosperity that have characterized the growth of the
world economy in recent years. A number of developing economies have grown faster than
developed economies over the last decade but not fast enough to narrow the absolute per capita
income gap. Poverty remains an issue to be tackled not only in the least developed countries
(LDCs) but also in many middle‐ income countries and economies in transition. How can these
long‐lasting challenges be overcome effectively?
The time has come to go beyond economics and look for a more comprehensive holistic approach
that takes into account the realities and specificities of countries, recognizing their cultural
differences, identities and real needs. It seems clear that the world needs to adapt to new
circumstances by bringing issues relating to culture and technology into the mainstream of
development thinking. Development strategies must be updated to cope with far‐reaching
cultural, economic, social and technological shifts that are rapidly changing the world.
Development models strictly based on conventional economic theories have failed to redress
these asymmetries. Therefore, neo‐liberal approaches should be revisited in order to reinforce
policy coherence by introducing concerted multidisciplinary and multicultural policies.

MULTIFACETED ASPECTS OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY

The development dimension

The development dimension of the creative economy has complex interactions. A number of
concepts are embedded in the dynamics of the creative economy. Furthermore, the policy
framework of the creative economy is multidisciplinary in nature, ideally calling for integrated
cross‐cutting public policies requiring interministerial actions. Institutional mechanisms are
needed to facilitate synchronized and mutually supportive economic, social, cultural and
technological policies.
CULTURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL LINKAGES
The creative economy is omnipresent in our daily life whether through education or work as well
as in moments of leisure and entertainment. In the contemporary society dominated by images,
sounds, texts and symbols, connectivity is influencing our attitudes and is an integral part of our
lifestyles. In this regard, from the anthropological viewpoint, cultural and historical values are
intertwined, forging the essence of cultural diversity so debated nowadays. Moreover, owing to its
intertemporal nature, the creative economy is able to assimilate traditional knowledge from the
past as well as current technologies. However, it also requires a forward‐looking vision capable of
reacting to the rapid economic, cultural and technological shifts that are taking place in our
society but that are not always immediately perceived.
Emphasizing that human development requires more than health, education, a decent standard of
living and political freedom, the UNDP Human Development Report 20042 makes a case for
respecting diversity and building more inclusive societies by adopting policies that explicitly
recognize cultural differences and multicultural policies.
SOCIAL INTERACTIONS
Social aspects are also influential in the formulation of policies to foster local creative economies
with a view to maximizing positive spillovers on employment and promoting social inclusion and
cohesion. In developing countries, particularly in the LDCs, the creative economy can be a tool to
attenuate social tensions. Creative activities, especially those associated with arts and traditional
cultural festivities, are conducive to the inclusion of usually excluded minorities.
The creative economy can also facilitate greater absorption of marginalized youth; in many cases,
young people are involved in creative activities in the informal sector of the economy. Moreover,
as many women work in the production of arts and crafts, fashion‐related areas and the
organization of cultural activities, the creative economy also plays a catalytic role in facilitating
gender balance among the creative workforce. The creative economy can also be considered
society‐inclusive: people from all social classes participate in this economy, in some cases as
producers but always as consumers of different creative products on different occasions.
Another feature of the creative economy is that it brings together several segments of society
such as those stakeholders involved in the public and private sectors as well as individuals with
distinct interests – those in profit‐making firms and non‐profit organizations such as NGOs and
civil society as a whole. The creative economy can serve as part of a more results‐oriented
development strategy for developing countries if appropriate concerted public policies are put in
place.
OBSTACLES TO THE EXPANSION OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
LACK OF CAPITAL
Businesses in the creative sector face capital rationing at all stages. Start‐up financing is often
difficult to access because of the uncertain prospects in markets for creative products; forecasting
demand for creative goods such as films is generally more difficult than for more standardized
products so public and private investors often look upon projects in these areas as too high‐risk.
Occasionally, firms have access to public investment assistance programmes, business incubators
or private venture‐capital sources. Nevertheless, difficulties in obtaining finance continue into the
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operational stages of creative businesses, when working capital is needed and funds for business
expansion are also typically in short supply (see chapter 8).
LACK OF ENTREPRENEURIAL SKILLS
The management of creative businesses requires specific skills in both the entrepreneurial and the
artistic or cultural aspects of the business operation. In developing countries, skill‐development
programmes and vocational training courses can address these difficulties but progress tends to
be slow. Furthermore, there is often a lack of understanding of the value chain in the creative
industries and the roles and responsibilities of the players at each stage of the value chain.
LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND INSTITUTIONS
The problem of lack of infrastructure and institutions relates particularly to gaps in the supply
chain for inputs into creative processes, inadequacy of distribution networks for effective
marketing of products, and lack of institutional support mechanisms. The problem extends to the
regulatory environment within which the creative economy functions. For example, a sound legal
framework governing the writing and enforcement of contracts is needed for orderly business
practice, and this may be lacking or ineffective in some countries. In particular, inadequacies in the
recognition of IPRs for creative work present a major stumbling block. Without an effective
copyright regime, creative producers are unable to receive equitable payment for their output and
hence lack the financial incentive to continue in production. Although many countries in the
developing world are making progress in establishing workable legislative arrangements for
dealing with intellectual property, there is still a long way to go (see chapter 6).

Analysing the creative economy

9. ANALYSING THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS
The formulation of policy strategies to foster the development of the creative economy at the
local, national or international level cannot proceed in a vacuum. Three requirements are critical
to providing the sort of information and analysis upon which sound policy can be based. These
are:
• a systematic understanding of the structure of the creative economy, who the
stakeholders are, how they relate to one another, and how the creative sector relates to
other sectors of the economy;
• sound methods to analyse the functioning of the creative economy and to assess the
contribution it makes to economic, social and cultural life;
• and comprehensive statistics to quantify the analytical methods and to provide a
systematic basis for evaluation of the contribution of the creative sector to output,
employment, trade and economic growth.
An evidence base is needed to understand the nature of and potential impact for growth and
change in the creative economy. Evidence comes in many forms, quantitative and qualitative. The
focus of the Creative Economy 2008 Report relies on the collection and analysis of quantitative
data; in this sense, it echoes the work done by a number of national agencies to map their creative
economy. However, while the great value of these accounts lies in the fact that they present data
within a normative framework that is directly comparable with other sectors of the economy, this
is also a particular weakness. It is a weakness since it assumes, or at least presents the reader with
the impression that, the creative economy is precisely the same as the rest of the economy.
Likewise, the gross value added (GVA), or export and import structure, is the same, as is the
nature of work. Given the ongoing debates and research being carried out on the “new business
models” and their impact on the organizational forms and strategies of the creative industries,
there is good evidence for questioning such an assumption.
There is no option but to present the same quantitative measures as are used for other industries;
nevertheless, caution is urged in their interpretation. This chapter will highlight ways in which the
creative industries seem to adopt or to occupy different organizational forms and business
models. Accordingly, it is argued that this may have an impact on policy formulation. As such, it
will be argued that quantitative data are necessary but insufficient for an analysis of a new and
emergent sector such as the creative economy.
ORGANIZATION OF THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
A key question usually raised concerning the creative economy is whether it is substantively the
same as the “rest of the economy”. There are two reasons for raising this issue. First, traditionally,
matters relating to “culture and arts” have been dealt with as special cases, given their peculiar
forms of production and the specific characteristics of their markets. Historically, cultural policy is
considered as exceptional or a field with special needs based upon a welfare‐economics
conception of market failure balanced against cultural values. Second, many have argued that the
creative economy is sufficiently different from the mainstream economy; therefore, specific rather
than generic policy‐making might be appropriate. This chapter develops this second line of
argument. The starting point is to identify how and why the creative economy is different and in
what ways it is necessary to do fine‐tuning with generic analyses and policies.
In general, the creative economy is dealt with as a single set of activities. Nevertheless, there are
significant differences between individual creative industries associated with markets, products,
technologies and distribution systems. In fact, the debate about “convergence” highlights this
point, seeking innovative possibilities to deal with these interactions. For the purpose of this
Report, however, it is sufficient to begin with a set of policies and analysis of the creative economy
in general.
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ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
The main characteristic of the creative economy is, in organizational terms, its “missing middle”.
This refers to the fact that there is a preponderance of a small number of very large firms working
internationally, counterbalanced by a very large number of essentially local, micro enterprises,
many of which are simply single persons. Despite the common image, the creative economy is not
“one big machine” resonant of “Hollywood” in the early twentieth century. There is very little
classical vertical integration of the kind most commonly associated with transnational
corporations in other sectors. There is strong integration, horizontal and vertical, of parts of the
creative economy; however, this does not extend to the micro enterprises and individual creative
entrepreneurs.
Where a research scientist may work for a big pharmaceutical laboratory; a musician is unlikely to
be an employee of a big music corporation such as Sony or EMI. The contractual relationship will
exist, but it will be associated with the distribution of the final product and a proportion of the
intellectual property rights (IPRs). Accordingly, there are a considerable number of artists working
with large companies. A key role is played by a small number of separate intermediaries – usually
referred to as “agents” – who broker deals between “creatives” and corporations. As will be
further examined later in this chapter, the creative economy has evolved in this way in order to
manage the large amount of risk involved in cultural business. This risk is not simply linked to the
nature of the creative product and audience preparation, but it is also associated with the timing
of reaching markets.
OPERATIONAL MATTERS
In part, the organizational structure of the creative economy is a response to the possibilities of
massive economies of scale through the mass production of creative products. The case of a music
CD is a case in point. Limited costs may be involved in the composition and recording of content;
however, the possibilities are for a million or more CDs to be sold over a short period, reaping
considerable returns for all concerned. With every extra sale, profits increase as the initial
investment is a one‐off (aside from marginal distribution and marketing costs).
The possibilities of this style of production and its repetition are the reason why the creative
economy is organized predominantly around “charts”, which rank top‐selling artists. Charts seek
to both signal to consumers to buy and funnel consumption into a small range of alternatives
(thereby reducing waste and stockholding). However, the result of chart‐driven markets is that
they are “winner takes all” in structure; profits are focused in a single or small number of winners
to whom the majority of income goes; many others are lucky to cover their initial investment.
Indeed, in the film industry, it is widely recognized that as many as 80 per cent of films will fall into
this category; of course, it is the 20 per cent that make super profits and thus cross‐subsidize the
losses. The problem is that despite charts, as Richard Caves notes later in this chapter, the creative
economy has a “nobody knows” characteristic regarding which ones will be successful or not.
It is noteworthy that this fast turnover of products requires continuous innovation to develop new
products. It also means that each product (a CD, for example) has a limited life and that it must be
on the market in precisely the right window that accords with local taste. A further aspect of the
rapid innovation cycle is the micro‐organizational form adopted by many in the creative economy.
The most popular form is not the classical firm but the project. A project team may be formed
from personnel within a firm or with an informal network. Members will be selected to fit with the
desired product. For a short time, they work as one in intensive development; after the product is
completed, the project team disintegrates and participants reform as new teams. Thus firm life
can appear to be very short; however, the resources and expertise are in the labour pool. Film
making is characterized by this format.
LOCATIONAL ISSUES
The organization and operational peculiarities of the creative economy lead to a particular
locational characteristic: clustering. Although clustering, or at least co‐location, can be identified
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in many industries, the particular nature of clustering is both important and a defining
characteristic of the creative economy.
In principle, much of what happens in the creative economy can be transmitted in digital form and
hence, one might expect, there would be little spatial pull of particular locations. However, as
noted earlier, clustering is a solution to enable the benefits of labour pooling and re‐employment
of workers on new projects. Moreover, co‐location and labour mobility have a further benefit,
namely, that knowledge and expertise are constantly circulated and updated across firms and
projects. Furthermore, in many cases, the location in a consumption centre facilitates a short
circuit of production and consumption, allowing new trends to be developed and tested. In these
districts, there is considerable informal exchange of information and ideas among competitors
that serves them all by keeping them at the leading edge of their industry. Conversely, producers
who are isolated from such settings are at a considerable disadvantage as they may be slightly out
of touch or behind the times. As noted earlier, in winner‐takes‐all markets, such failure is
punished severely.
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS
The most basic form of economic analysis is to measure the standard economic variables for
which data are routinely collected for all industries by statistical agencies: gross value of
production, value added, fixed capital formation, levels of employment of different categories of
labour, business concentration and so on. This enables the structure, conduct and performance
analyses to be carried out according to the traditional methods of industrial organization theory.
Studies of the economic contribution of creative industries may be of value as a means of
demonstrating, for example, that they are not some minor economic backwater but account for a
larger proportion of GDP than the casual observer might have imagined.
VALUE‐CHAIN ANALYSIS
One of the most straightforward and widely recognized methods for analysing the structure and
function of the creative industries is value‐chain analysis. In its simplest form, the analytical model
of the creative production chain is one where the initial creative ideas are combined with other
inputs to produce a creative good or service that may then pass through further value‐adding
stages until it enters marketing and distribution channels and eventually reaches the final
consumer. The strength of this approach is that it is sensitive to both individual action and
context, especially institutions, networks and their governance.
For some creative goods, this apparently simple process can become more complex as the
creative idea is transformed or reformatted at successive stages. For example, a musical idea
might begin with a composer writing a song and passing it on to a publisher who puts it into
tangible printed form. From there, the idea might be realized as a live performance before an
audience, with the performance subsequently being recorded and marketed by a record company.
The record will pass through a sequence of wholesale and retail value‐adding until bought by a
consumer or it may be uploaded onto the Internet and subsequently accessed by consumers who
pay a price for online delivery. Thus the overall chain can become quite attenuated, one effect of
which is to diminish the relative share of total revenue accruing to the creator of the original idea.

LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS
An important approach to economic analysis applied to the creative sector is the model of
creative clusters due to Michael Porter. In his original work on the competitive advantage of
nations (Porter, 1990), he put forward a micro‐economic based theory of national, state and local
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competitiveness in the global economy in which clusters have a prominent role. Clusters are
geographic concentrations of interconnected companies, service providers, etc., that compete but
also cooperate.
Although creative clusters may grow of their own accord when commercial businesses
spontaneously sense the advantages from co‐location with other firms, there may also be a role
for policy to start the process. For example, start‐up investments may be facilitated via
government programmes to encourage firms to locate in a particular area, with a view to enabling
the industry to become self‐sustaining once a critical mass has been reached. Some researchers,
however, have pointed to the relative weaknesses of the standard Porter model of business
clusters in relation to international transfers and international organizations.
COPYRIGHT AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The relatively new concerns with the creative economy have highlighted the fact that material
goods may be separated from their symbolic, cultural or artistic values through cultural
production processes, notably via digitization. This is not a new problem; it is one that
IPR/copyright seeks to address. What is new is the balance of value divided between the material
and the virtual, and the possibility of separating them. Previously, many IPRs were regulated de
facto via the regulation of physical goods in which IPRs were effectively locked up. Much of the
commercialization of the creative industries has involved the innovation of new ways to lock up
valuable IPRs in physical or virtual containers (encryption is an example). The recognition that the
intellectual property is where a large share of values lies has been reflected in the shift by large
corporations to include IPR and brand value on their balance sheets and to present them as a core
component of company valuations.
The challenge for researchers and policy‐makers as well as those concerned directly with the
creative economy is threefold: how to measure the value of intellectual property, how to
redistribute profits, and how to regulate these activities. As will be further elaborated in chapter
4, the measurement of intellectual property is very difficult using tools that were developed
mainly to capture the physical movement of goods. Regulation and redistribution remain
interrelated and problematic. Poor or irregular distribution of IPR earnings due mainly to
institutional inadequacies undermines the legitimacy of an IPR legal regime.
CONTRACT THEORY
Complex creative industries such as film and television production depend on the existence of
contractual arrangements at all stages in the value chain. Richard Caves’ book on the creative
industries (2000) identifies the peculiarities of cultural production that cause contracts in the
creative industries to be unlike those in other areas of the economy. Caves proposes that creative
activities are characterized by several fundamental properties, beginning most importantly with
the uncertainty of demand, epitomized in the well‐known Hollywood aphorism, “nobody knows”.
This property means that at virtually no stage in the production sequence can the project’s final
outcome be predicted with any degree of assurance: sleepers inexplicably turn into smash hits,
and sure‐fire successes flop. Next comes what Caves labels the “art‐for‐art’s‐sake” property, the
fact that creative workers care passionately about the quality of their product and will therefore
often behave in ways that are contrary to the predictions of rational market labour theory. Other
characteristics of creative products that he suggests include their infinite variety, the fact that
they require diverse and vertically differentiated skills, and their durability, which enables them to
yield rents over a long period. These properties make it all but impossible to write a complete
contract at any stage of the game. So, in response to the dual motivation of artistic and economic
incentives, the creative industries have evolved a variety of means for organizing themselves and
for doing deals that serve the interests of all participants as effectively as possible.
The general case for value‐chain analysis can be considered compelling. However, work on the
organization of creative production chains has pointed to the importance of audience feedback
and critique as well as market research on the creative economy. Moreover, while value‐chain
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approaches have sought to maximize economic value, production‐chain approaches have sought
to stress the nature of the cultural product as well as price. This is why we advocate production‐
chain approaches. More sustainable cultural production systems have well‐developed critical
feedback mechanisms, and less sustainable ones, little feedback.
STRUCTURE OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
PREDOMINANCE OF SMALL AND MEDIUM‐SIZED ENTERPRISES
Small and medium‐sized enterprises (SMEs) – many of which are micro or sole trader businesses –
predominantly populate the various stages of the supply chains of creative products in many
countries. Information from available studies confirms that this market structure is evident across
both developed and developing economies. Micro and small enterprises are especially evident at
the top of the supply chain (creation stage). The prevalence of individuals and SMEs is not
unexpected given the reliance of creative industries on creativity. There is a chronic oversupply of
talent.
Creative industries are characterized by interlocking and flexible networks of production and
service systems spanning the entire supply chain. Thus, notwithstanding the asymmetric
competition between the small and larger creative firms, the available evidence suggests that
smaller creative firms do gain from the presence of larger firms in the industry to the extent that
these larger firms and multinationals are an important source of commissions and capital whether
through subcontracting and outsourcing arrangements or joint ventures.
The prevalence of SMEs in the creative sector underlines the need for policy‐makers to address
size‐related constraints. SMEs in creative industries are susceptible to the same constraints that
afflict small enterprises in other areas of the economy. Chief among these constraints is access to
finance to develop creative projects. The transformation of creative ideas into goods or services is
usually capital‐intensive and the cost of technological inputs or other professional services can be
significant for these industries. In short, access to finance remains one of the key hurdles for
creative entrepreneurs looking to realize their creative ideas.
Other challenges faced by SMEs include a lack of business skills relating to marketing and financial
management, information asymmetries and resource constraints affecting access to up‐to‐date
technologies. In many developing countries, the support network of local industry participants
providing complementary services is largely absent when compared to more developed countries.
Gatekeepers perform an often critical role in creative industries because there is a considerable
amount of uncertainty about whether or not a creative idea will be commercially successful both
at the early and later stages of the value chain. The gatekeeper effectively picks the winners from
losers.
Notwithstanding the positive role played by gatekeepers in creative industries, the fact that the
supply of talent typically far outstrips the number of gatekeepers in any one industry is of concern
because it accords the gatekeepers market power that manifests as asymmetric bargaining power
between individual creators and gatekeepers. It also creates points of congestion along the supply
chain. This situation has a profound influence on contract terms and can result in low returns,
particularly for creators who have not already established a reputation for themselves.
LARGE‐SCALE CORPORATE ENTERPRISES
In the global economy, the largest producers of creative goods and services measured in terms of
value of output are large commercial corporations, located particularly in the audiovisual and
publishing industries. Large enterprises producing creative goods and services are often involved
in areas using new communication technologies with digital applications and supplying mass
consumer markets. Although the goods and services produced are classifiable as cultural products,
the motivations of the firms are likely to be more profit‐related than cultural in nature.
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Furthermore, if the enterprises are subsidiaries of larger corporations whose headquarters are
located elsewhere, host countries may lose some or all of any surplus earned if profits are
repatriated to the parent company.
PUBLIC OR QUASI‐PUBLIC CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS
A significant amount of the movable and immovable cultural capital of any country is held in
public or quasipublic institutions such as museums, galleries, archives, monasteries, shrines,
historic buildings, heritage sites, etc. In addition, these institutions are also often repositories of
intangible cultural capital, as in the case of heritage locations, for example, which are inextricably
bound up with their history and with the rituals and customs with which they are associated.
These institutions contribute cultural output primarily in the form of services, consumed by both
local people and visitors. With regard to the latter, the tourism potential of some of these
institutions may be substantial. Hence, to the extent that they attract international tourists, they
may be able to make a significant direct or indirect impact on the foreign exchange earnings of the
country.
INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS AND PRODUCERS
Creative workers of one sort or another – primarily creative artists such as actors, dancers,
musicians, sculptors, painters and writers – are found at the originating end of the value chain.
They supply the raw creative material that may true for those developing countries already
embarked on a be sold as finished product directly to consumers. Despite the high levels of skill
that these smaller‐scale enterprise and practitioners typically have, their financial reward tends to
be encouraging a more locally oriented process of linking low.
DISTRIBUTION AND COMPETITION ISSUES
Some segments of the value chain, notably marketing and distribution, are particularly prone to
high levels of concentration. Small creative firms have traditionally had to collaborate with larger
distributors in order to reach or expand the market for their products.
Creative products are subject to demand uncertainty because consumer valuation of a product is
unknown beforehand. Consumer valuation is extremely difficult to predict because it is not based
on subjective criteria; taste is acquired through consumption and is subject to a number of factors,
including culture, fashion, self‐image and lifestyle (the “nobody knows” property). Distributors
usually assume the role of promoting the final product to the consumer. The investments made in
promotion and marketing campaigns can be considerable and well beyond the budgets of small
firms at the top of the supply chain. The proliferation of creative products that are differentiated
by quality, uniqueness and ranking (the infinite variety and A list/B list properties) and the need to
spread the risk across many creative products so that profitable products subsidize others that are
not so profitable are additional features that are associated with economies of scale in
distribution. Experienced distributors are in a relatively superior position in terms of assessing the
commercial prospects of a creative project as reflected in their critical role in financing through
advances the creative products for which they obtain distribution rights.
Securing a good distribution deal can make or break a creative entrepreneur. The market power
that distributors possess can potentially be exploited to the detriment of creators through low
returns. Creators must often cede their property rights to the distributors in exchange for
distribution services. The fact that the lion’s share of the economic returns from creative products
are most often retained by those who control the distribution channels is something that many
artists find hard to contend with, particularly when their creation proves successful and spawns
other creative works (for example, the hard‐cover book that is subsequently released in
paperback, then turned into a screenplay for a motion picture).
The technological revolution may yet lead to a revolution in the types of contracts prevalent in
creative industries because individual creators are increasingly looking to capitalize on spin‐offs
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from their original creations. On the other hand, it also has its downside. It raises a number of
employment related concerns. For example, in the publishing industry, technological
developments have made it possible to do away with some of the “motley crew”: whereas
typography and page layout were tasks that only experts could carry out, today anyone with a
computer can achieve a professional layout and desktop publish. Digitalization has also
heightened the risks of piracy and loss of revenues due to the ease of acquiring digital content
without having paid for it.
CHANGING CONSUMPTION PATTERNS
Naturally, the creative economy includes consumers, whose demands ultimately determine what
is produced and how it is distributed. Changing demographics and new consumption technologies
are combining to cause significant shifts in patterns of cultural consumption around the world in
developed and developing countries alike. As populations age, the elderly acquire more time and
more accumulated income to spend on cultural consumption of various sorts. At the other end of
the demographic scale, young people are significant players in the markets for creative goods and
services. They tend to be the quickest group to take up new technologies for accessing audiovisual
products, and their demands, channelled through innovative means of cultural consumption and
participation, are influencing production patterns within the creative industries in a number of
countries.
Consumers also influence the creative economy in other ways, for example indirectly through the
fact that regulatory action may be taken on their behalf by governments. An illustration is
provided by the film industries of countries where local content quotas are enforced in order to
protect indigenous cultural expression. The rationale of such regulations is essentially qualitative
in nature, relating to matters of cultural identity. Their economic effect is to channel resources
into the local creative industries and to reduce expenditures on imported creative products.
Tourists are a particular group of consumers of interest to the creative economy. Tourism provides
a significant source of demand for cultural output in many countries. Such demand comes in two
forms: mass tourism characterized as high‐volume and low‐yield, where demand for creative
products or cultural experiences tends to be uninformed and undiscriminating, and cultural
tourism, which is low‐volume, sometimes high‐yield and generally better educated and more
sensitive to local cultural values.
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AND REGULATION
The incidence of creative industries in countries is influenced by national culture, taxation,
education, industrial policies and level of ambition (as evidenced by the success of the East Asian
nations). These factors have contributed to differing intra‐ and inter‐country levels of maturity and
market organization across various types of creative industries and across various segments of the
national supply chains of creative industries. These factors have also meant that creative
industries encompass a wide spectrum of commercial, subsidized and non‐profit ventures. The
issue of subsidies is potentially problematic as more domestic creative industries become
commercialized and are traded internationally.
Concern about cultural diversity has caused many governments in developed and developing
countries to prioritize the development of domestic audiovisual content through national quotas
and other types of preferential treatment, including subsidies, tax incentives, tariffs and dubbing
requirements applicable to the film and broadcasting industries.
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Towards an evidence‐based assessment of the creative economy
An assessment of the current status of the creative economy globally is a key requirement for
countries of both the developing and developed world. As shown in previous chapters, progress
towards such a goal has been slow and disjointed. At the same time, the creative economy is
growing and developing rapidly as well as becoming more integrated internally and with other
parts of the economy.
WHY WE NEED A NEW INFORMATION BASE AND WHY IT DOESN’T ALREADY EXIST
For policy‐making to be successful, it must be seen as a legitimate action based on generally
accepted relevant processes, and it must be subject to scrutiny so that its success or failure can be
evaluated in a transparent manner. This is what is termed “evidence‐based policymaking”.
In recent years, there has been a tendency in most countries to consider cultural projects in
monetary terms alongside other objectives. Moreover, as public provision has been largely
outsourced, contracted out or privatized, considerable attention has been paid to the potential
economic impact of the creative economy. If, for example, culture is to be taken seriously within
such a framework, it needs to be presented in terms comparable to those of health or education
in its demands for resources and efficiency in their use. The lack of a tradition and an institutional
legacy of economic valuation/cost‐accounting in the field of culture makes it difficult for
practitioners and policy‐makers to argue the case for resources in such a climate.
The development of indicators is problematic in the field of culture and creativity for a number of
reasons beyond the central issue of the “valuation” of culture. First, as noted earlier, a central
issue concerns the legitimation of public or private spending on culture. Resources must be
demonstrated to be well managed and effectively used. It is problematic to devise a reliable and
legitimate metric to capture such issues. Second, the creative and cultural industries represent
new forms of economic, social and cultural activity. One thing that most commentators can agree
upon is that the creative industries are innovative; hence they are in a rapid and constant process
of change. It is therefore difficult to devise appropriate measures of activity, especially if the
activity under investigation is itself novel and changing. The use of new technologies and new
business models for the distribution of products (e.g., music) has created huge problems for
analysts in understanding what is being sold and where the value lies. In such a context, old
evaluation and measurement techniques, developed with other industrial processes in mind, can
misapprehend activities and outputs. This problem applies to all industries, but it is particularly
acute in the creative industries.
THE CHALLENGE OF BUILDING AN OPERATIONAL MODEL OF THE CREATIVE
ECONOMY
The development of a benchmark measure for the creative economy is particularly problematic
owing to a range of definitional problems – from the conceptual to the practical. At the
conceptual level, there is the issue of the boundaries between arts/culture and industry.
Traditionally, such a division was based on commercialization, and commonly, provision by the
private sector was associated with the commercial and public provision with the non‐commercial.
However, these boundaries are being rapidly eroded; some commentators prefer to view them as
a continuum rather than as a dualism.
Building an effective operational model of the creative economy must take into account the fact
that all existing models have in‐built assumptions. These assumptions are a combination of
abstract concepts, objectives and outcomes. It is in this sense that the range of existing models is
embedded in one way or another within particular governance regimes. Though these models
may be appropriate for their specific usage, some problems need to be addressed if we seek to
universalize them. At least three salient assumptions are built into all the models discussed in
previous chapters:
• the assumption of public or private funding and legitimation of activities;
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• he balance of formal and informal activities;
• and the relationship of the for‐profit and the not‐for‐profit activities.
For example, it is only recently that European countries have begun to consider the realm of the
for‐profit creative economy and its relationship to, and potential governance relationship with,
the not‐for‐profit and the State‐supported sector.
Again, it should be noted that even the best‐resourced Northern economies have struggled to
develop and maintain information frameworks that capture creative‐industry activity. This is
compounded by a historical factor, namely, that most industrial classifications and taxonomies
were developed at times when the creative economy was insignificant. Thus, in many cases, the
creative economy does not exist in statistical terms.
MEASURES: THEIR LIMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL
There are four potential means of measuring creative industry activity: employment, time use,
trade and value added, and copyright and IPR. However, these means are unevenly and
inadequately applied to measures of the creative industries in either the developed or developing
world.
EMPLOYMENT
A recent method associated with the growth of the creative economy has focused on ways of
measuring employment generated. Such an approach is hampered by a lack of agreement of
definitions of the sector. It is also hindered by the rate of development: either the industries are
new, or just emerging, or they are unevenly concentrated in parts of the world and hence are not
an issue for some countries at the moment. In some countries, there is a separate labour market
survey while in others, this information is collected as part of a general census. However, this
broad category of “employment” is accepted and used in other areas of economic life; thus
benchmarking is possible.
OCCUPATION
Perhaps the most popular measures of creative activity have been derived from occupational
analyses. Using classifications of occupation, people are categorized as creative workers. One of
the problems with this sort of measurement is that people may have more than one job,
commonly the creative occupation may pay less, and the creative occupation is often
undercounted. Second, occupational measures tend to under‐represent the jobs relating to the
creative sector. Creative work involves so‐called creative occupations as well as non‐creative ones,
so machine operators might be seen as creative workers if they are working a printing press but
not a sheet metal press.
INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Employment by industry has been used as an alternative to occupation in order to capture this
interlinking of activities that comprise creative output. Again, put aside the conceptual definitions
of creative activity; they commonly divide over which are directly cultural output (a
performer/performance) and cultural facilitator (theatre ticket sales), or creator (script writer).
Another problem with employment data concerns the length of time worked – whether the job is
full time (according to national norms) or fractional. This is a particular problem as contract or
project employment is common in the creative economy. Finally, there is the problem of contract
and self‐employment. This can shade into informal work, or second jobs, or simply be missed in
census reporting as many cultural workers are in micro‐enterprises or self‐employed with a small
turnover. Commonly, the turnover for such entities is below that on which data are collected.
While it may legitimately be said that individually these are insignificant components of the
economy, they are a significant part of the creative economy and, as this sector grows, a more
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significant part of the whole economy. Given the rate of growth, it is important to monitor these
changes.
CO‐LOCATION/CLUSTER
The topic of co‐location has become a popular one in discussions of local and regional economic
development and regional competition. Measures of employment can give some sense of the
degree of concentration of cultural employment; this is clearly an important distributional
question. However, an important question with respect to all forms of clustering, especially that of
the creative economy, is the degree of interaction between the various firms and activities in the
cluster. In traditional analyses of industrial agglomeration, a measure of inter‐firm trade is sought.
However, such data are seldom available; hence physical co‐location is used as a proxy. In
addition, in the case of the creative economy, a cluster may be a function of labour‐market
pooling and project work as well as a means by which to circulate vital knowledge between
producers and consumers (see chapter 3). There is no reliable measure of these sorts of
interrelationships (even in the developed world). However, it is clear that these processes are
critical in economic growth and in the more general success of the creative economy. Moreover,
research evidence suggests that this type of knowledge transfer and critique as well as interaction
with audiences and consumers is disproportionately more important in the creative economy than
in other areas of economic life.
TIME USE
Perhaps the most established measure of creative activities is that provided by time‐use surveys.
Pioneered in Australia, these surveys try to capture non‐economic activity (as well as economic
activity) by measuring the time that people spend on particular activities. This has been a useful
way of uncovering informal and not‐for profit or simply community activity. However, the
drawback is that such surveys are very labour intensive and exist in few locations. A related set of
measures is of participation or attendance data. Traditionally, such data have been used to
monitor attendance at events organized or managed by the public sector where entry is either
free or heavily subsidized. In some cases, they are used as a measure of public service
performance. In most cases, these data are not collected since public expenditure is not evaluated
in this manner. Moreover, participation is not measured for many informal events. Finally,
commercial ventures may be more interested in the takings/box office than in attendance
numbers and they may also be commercially sensitive. In recent years as services are increasingly
delivered by digital means, such monitoring has become easier, but it is still at a very early stage. A
more sophisticated sort of survey will not only collect such data but also relate them to more
general demographic data.
TRADE AND VALUE ADDED
Physical trade
The measurement of trade in relation to the creative economy is problematic in practice, as will
be addressed in chapter 5. The existing information sources have been developed to capture the
transfer of physical goods. The “dematerialization” of trade – most well documented in relation to
financial services – has had a particularly strong impact on the creative economy. For historic
reasons, parallel tools have been developed to capture both physical and financial trade flows;
while far from perfect, they provide a significant insight into transfers.
A significant proportion of the creative economy does not register in trade or economic statistics
for two other reasons. First, much of the activity takes place in the informal economy. This data
problem is one that is well known more generally and there is no simple way to resolve it.
Furthermore, in the case of the creative economy, this issue is compounded in that many cultural
activities are carried out on a voluntary or recreational basis. However, they become an important
resource as they support the formal and traded economy. Either artists migrate between the
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formal and informal economy, voluntary and employed, or they have (at least) two jobs. While the
non‐cultural job may be more remunerative, the cultural one may be more important to them.
COPYRIGHT AND IPR
The WIPO secretariat has been developing a new methodology and data sets for measuring the
impact of copyright‐based creative industries on national economies in terms of employment and
contribution to GDP. Surveys and studies have been carried out in a few but growing number of
countries and the coverage is being expanded. However, the WIPO methodology does not meet
the criterion of universal coverage since it is based on industrial taxonomies (International
Standard Industrial Classification, or ISIC) and is thus limited in scope. Moreover, it has the
drawback of being expensive, relying on a well‐developed and sophisticated collection and
analysis infrastructure, Also, in principle, it rests on the acceptance and implementation of the
WTO rules on intellectual property. In this latter sense, the WIPO model has been developed as a
regulatory and monitoring tool. This objective limits its applicability in developing and emerging
economies that as yet have few institutional, financial and human resources for managing and
implementing an IPR regime.
PUBLIC INVESTMENT
Much cultural activity is funded by public resources or managed by not‐for‐profit agencies.
Conventional market indicators are not so good at describing this activity. Moreover, there are
many different reporting conventions for public and not‐for‐profit bodies such that data are not
systematically classified and collated. The few attempts at simply collating public spending on arts
and culture are helpful but potentially misleading. As Schuster notes in his critique, simply
knowing how much money is available in any given year does not tell one how effectively the
spend is or what the outcome is. A more subtle analysis that is indicative of State institutions and
their modes of operation is required to discern such an outcome.
IMPLEMENTATION OF A CULTURE SATELLITE ACCOUNT
The Culture Satellite Account (CSA) is a coherent and systematic accounting framework presenting
economic information on culture and offering a base for public and private decision‐making, policy
design and evaluation, and general purposes of the economics of culture.
The main objectives of the CSA are:
• to select the practices and products of the cultural sectors and create definitions and
classifications following the SNA concepts and framework;
• to define the mechanisms of generation and interchange of the cultural products and
integrate this analysis into the existing macroeconomic frameworks with no prejudice
to their specificities (e.g., not all cultural activities are registered in production
processes holding economic value);
• to demarcate the international trade flows affecting cultural products, given their
potential impact not only on the economy but also on the preservation of cultural
identities;
• to delimit the total cultural expenses by object, nature, beneficiary: goods and services
directly benefiting households; consumption of assets such as the original artworks
used in production processes of cultural products; direct public expenses in cultural
management, etc.;
• to explore the different funding processes of the cultural consumption. The public
funding, for instance, can take place through subsidies or transfers to activities
developed by the private sector; via the direct production of goods and services by
government entities; by simply acquiring and donating cultural and creative assets for
the good of the community, etc.;
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•

to offer pertinent information on the basic social characteristics relating to cultural
production and its organization, following a producer‐driven categorization by size,
type, employment in the cultural field and its characteristics, etc.; and
• to provide information on the uses, consumption and indicators, enabling a
categorization of offer and demand of cultural products (non‐monetary quantities and
classification by content), and relate them to the economic variables of this framework.
The CSA, besides providing monetary information on the generation and use of cultural products
and services, can offer non‐monetary data, such as the number of works produced or people
involved in a performance. It encompasses social dimensions, disaggregating data by social and
educational levels. Indeed, the CSA does not offer an additional set of information but a coherent
framework for the search for weaknesses and gaps in the existing information systems.
DATA SOURCES AND ASSESSMENT TOOLS: WHY THE CURRENT DATA ARE
INADEQUATE
There are two interrelated problems with developing a trade‐based model for evaluating the
creative industries: definitions and data availability.
Chapter 5 presents in detail the information that can be collated on the exchange of creative
goods. For obvious reasons, this information is dominated by monetary trade and does not
include the informal and not‐for‐profit activities. It is important to caution the end‐users of this
data that they are not intended to provide a final figure on the value of global creative goods.
Rather, the data are presented as one incremental step towards a better system for reporting,
collecting and analysing statistics for trade of creative goods and services. The aim is to give some
indication of the order of magnitude of the trade in creative goods and services as well as trends.
In principle, the methodology deployed is simple and additive. Trade statistics were broken down
in their classification to the smallest unit of analysis (usually referred to using four‐ or five‐digit
codes). We then include or exclude such units from a definitive list of creative industries. Clearly,
some activities associated with creative production are not classified or described in data sources
or they are described but carried out informally and have not actually been captured in any data
collected. These data will continue to be invisible and go uncounted in the present schema.
Recognizing that often an important element of creative products is their intellectual property, an
attempt is made to find corresponding data. However, the only available data are on overall
royalties, and they are collected using a different taxonomy. Ideally, some way of relating these
data could be developed as the coverage of the work of WIPO increases. In addition, specific data
on copyrights for the creative industries are not available. As a consequence, data on intellectual
property data and on physical trade are not simply additive; it is certain that most intellectual
property transactions have been missed owing to non‐availability of data. Copyright data depend
on a locally functioning system for the regulation, collection and distribution of IPRs. However,
this system is not complete in the developed world and is partial at best in many areas of the
developing world. Hence, the developing world is likely to be under‐represented in these data.
Obviously, there are challenges to understanding the scale and nature of international trade in
creative goods, services and rights. This chapter argues that it is possible to develop a
rudimentary, first‐cut analysis from a combination of modified existing trade data. The resultant
taxonomies and the data that populate them are neither ideal nor perfect. Caution is needed to
draw taxonomies tightly but to develop them with intelligence such that they map – and make
visible – the shifting dimensions of creative production.
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10. INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN CREATIVE GOODS AND SERVICES: GLOBAL TRENDS
AND FEATURES
SETTING THE SCENE
Global and regional trade flows of creative goods and services encompass trade transactions with
complex interactions among culture, economics and technology. Likewise, trade is framed within
the rules and practices of the global trading system. Such a framework includes the universally
accepted multilateral rules governing trade among members of the WTO and other legal
provisions for free trade agreements, economic unions and economic partnership agreements.
Creative‐industry trade rules may also be influenced by other legal instruments such as the
UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity and the like in other international organizations at the
regional level as well as by other specific agreements dealing with cultural trade exchanges and
intellectual property regimes.
With the emergence of the creative economy and the growing importance of products of creative
industries in world trade, issues relating to the interface between international trade policies and
national cultural objectives are receiving prominent attention in the economic development
agenda of the third millennium.
HERITAGE
FEATURES
Cultural heritage comprises the vestiges of our society. Heritage sites are relics of ancient
civilizations, over the years considered as cultural patrimony of mankind and the heritage of
nations. In addition to their cultural and historic value, such unique endowments contribute to
reinforcing our identities and broadening our education. Heritage sites are the main attractions in
cultural tourism all over the world. For some countries, these sites are major sources of revenue,
albeit usually not reported as cultural services of the creative economy (see chapter 2).
Heritage is also embedded in the traditional cultural expressions of human creativity, manifested
in cultural celebrations, festivals and folklore. In different parts of the world, native peoples and
communities are keeping alive, and sometimes reviving and rescuing, old traditions by
reproducing ancient crafts, using their original designs.
The heritage domain comprises tangible and intangible goods and services. A carpet is an example
of heritage goods while heritage services cover the cultural and recreational services that are
associated with historical monuments, archeological sites, museum, libraries, archives, etc.
ARTS AND CRAFTS
To define and classify arts and crafts is a complex exercise. Arts and crafts have distinctive
features and they can be utilitarian, aesthetic, artistic, creative, culturally attached, decorative,
functional, traditional, and religiously and socially symbolic. The value chain in arts and crafts
production is intricate due to the lack of formalized policies and often informal workings; as a
result, the classification of items is a problem.
The global market for arts and crafts is expanding and clearly is not negligible; world exports
increased 6.5 per cent during the period 2000‐2005, from $17.7 billion in 2000 to $23.2 billion in
2005.
PERFORMING ARTS
The performing arts are important creative industries, particularly owing to their interaction
across other creative activities such as music, costumes and broadcasting. This subgroup covers all
sorts of stage art, performed live by artists for an audience. Performing arts can take the form of
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theatre, opera, poetry, dance, ballet, concerts, the circus, puppetry, etc., usually for cultural,
educational, entertainment and business purposes.
It is not possible to provide a comprehensive analysis on performing arts in the context of this
chapter owing to the lack of data for measuring their economic impact in world markets, and in
particular for the trade balance of countries. The main income from performing arts derives from
box‐office revenues, national and international touring, and performance royalties. In most
developed economies, the performing arts benefit from government grants or subsidies and
funding from foundations or other profit or non‐profit organizations. In developing economies,
however, when such funds exist, they are very limited.
Performing arts are a special case since their products are expressed only as an intangible service,
unlike other subgroups of the creative industries for which figures for international trade of
tangible creative goods (such as a sculpture for visual arts) are indicators for evidence‐based
economic analysis. In the performing arts, the focus is on the artist as provider of performing
services, and there are issues relating to labour‐market conditions that need to be addressed at
both the national and international levels.
The employment conditions of artists are often precarious. Artists’ contractual obligations usually
are project based, with periods of unemployment between engagements being a normal feature
of their working lives. Most performing artists work on an irregular, part‐time or self‐employed
basis, with limited coverage for medical and pension schemes, particularly in developing
countries. This is an area requiring public policies at the national level. The ILO, in collaboration
with UNESCO and other international organizations, is developing an international framework of
all occupational categories of the cultural sector. The aim is to assist governments to have the
necessary information about the labour aspects of their creative industries as a tool to facilitate
policy formulation for improving employment conditions and job creation in the sector.
MUSIC
FEATURES
Music is a talent‐based creation and one of the central creative industries, with great cultural and
economic value in all societies. Everywhere in the world, music is the universal idiom to give
expression to our feelings and aspirations. Sharing a musical experience, whether domestically or
internationally, is an act that goes beyond established boundaries and transcends existing divides.
For centuries, composers, singers and musicians have been carrying their local musical traditions
across geographical borders, contributing to the fusion of music styles among many cultures even
if the lyrics remain an expression of cultural diversity mirroring local realities. Music is an essential
instrument of intercultural dialogue.
Today, thanks to technological advances, local music can reach out to global audiences almost
instantaneously. Digital technologies are also a tool for assisting artistic creativity in music making.
Connectivity has changed lifestyles and the way in which music is created, produced, reproduced,
commercialized and consumed in national and global markets. Therefore, trade of music became
very closely linked to the use of new digitalized tools such as the Internet peer‐to‐peer (p2p)
networks, mobile telephones and MP3s. As a consequence, the world market for music has
adapted to changing business models emerging from new forms of production, marketing and
distribution of music goods and services, particularly digitalized products (see also chapters 3 and
7).
Furthermore, music is not only a cultural expression and a form of entertainment but also a very
dynamic creative industry in global trade and big business in the world economy, responsible for
millions of jobs and income generation worldwide. Trade figures for physical goods alone, such as
sales of CDs and tapes, cannot capture the huge contribution of the music industry to the
economies of many countries. The value chain and the market structure of the music industry are
very complex. The size of international markets cannot be captured by a simplistic analysis with
incomplete statistics and economic indicators. The absence of figures for copyright revenues and
the obscurity of intra‐firm financial transactions of the large transnational conglomerates, usually
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vertically and horizontally integrated, which dominate the production, distribution and copyrights
of music products, are missing links for any sound analysis of the world music industry.
Music is not only part of the performing arts subgroup of creative industries when considered in
terms of live performances and concerts, but it may also be included as part of the broader area of
audiovisuals when dealing with the creation of sound records and compositions. Music can also be
classified under the new‐media subgroup when music goods and services are traded virtually as
creative content in digitalized form. For these reasons, music is featured apart for the purpose of
trade and statistical analysis presented in this Report.
A paradox faced by those involved in the music market is that while more and more music is being
consumed worldwide, particularly by youth, the earnings received by songwriters, producers and
performers have been declining. This situation reflects two key issues: (a) the lacunae in the
current regimes of IPRs, and (b) the need for songwriters and the singers to retain greater control
over their music and make better use of all ICT tools for accessing global markets. In order to
tackle these IPR issues, the music industry is facing a number of challenges. The first is to call for
the enforcement of development‐oriented copyright legislation by governments and international
treaties. The second is to develop a commercially viable and legitimate alternative to the illegal
but free downloading of copyrighted content. Indeed, a piece of written music can be protected
by copyright and related rights at each stage of its life, and the composition can be protected for
the composer’s lifetime plus seventy years. In practice, however, a publisher offers to buy the
rights of a piece of music and seeks to exploit it by means of recordings, etc.
World trade in music is driven by developed economies. Together the five top exporters have
about 60 per cent of global markets. Germany predominates with a market share of 23 per cent,
followed by the United Kingdom, the United States, Austria and the Netherlands, each with about
10 per cent. What these figures do not show is the oligopolistic market structure of the world
production and distribution of music. This structure is dominated by four vertically integrated
major conglomerates that together and through their subsidiaries retain nearly 80 per cent of the
world market for recorded music. This situation inhibits music production by independent local
producers in developing countries. However, downloading music from the Internet is gradually
transforming this picture, as indicated earlier.
VISUAL ARTS
FEATURES
The main characteristic of the market for visual arts is the focus on the exclusivity and originality
of an artwork. The rarer a piece of art, the more value it is likely to have. Sales are much more
personalized and products are created with a uniqueness that makes works of art hardly
comparable. Consequently, each piece has its own value, which can vary over time, making each
transaction a unique deal.
The visual arts subgroup of creative industries comprises antiques, painting, sculpture and
photography as well as the open‐ended miscellaneous items of “other visual arts” consisting of
engravings, carvings, lithographs, collages and other ornaments. The categorization of the
products in this subgroup is more precise but it is widely recognized that owing to tax regulations
and trade secrets, reported figures do not always correspond to final deals. Another special
feature of visual arts is that exports of some art and antique pieces are restricted or prohibited by
governments with a view to preserving cultural identity, national heritage or the environment,
including wildlife, as in the case of the embargo in many countries of exports of artworks made of
ivory.
Global art markets have expanded vertiginously in recent years. World trade in visual arts more
than doubled.
The key players in the global market for arts were the United Kingdom and the United States,
which together accounted for 45 per cent of international sales of artworks. Cities such as London
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and New York are irrefutable reference points in the art scene and leading hubs for artwork
transactions, followed by Paris, Berlin, Geneva and Tokyo. These cities are typical examples of the
spillovers of the creative economy where cultural and trade objectives are intertwined to
reinvigorate socio‐economic growth. Moreover, they encompass the concept of “creative cities”
as elaborated in chapter 1.
AUDIOVISUALS
FEATURES
A common feature of the creative industries is the absence of clear definitions. Audiovisuals do
not constitute an exception.
Data for audiovisuals are scarce and do not show the real contribution of the subgroup to global
trade and the world economy. Regulatory regimes, market structure, specificities of each
audiovisual product, diversity of business operations, different forms of marketing and
distribution, and market access are among the issues to be examined for a comprehensive analysis
of market trends in audiovisuals.
Nevertheless, the figures shown in the Creative Economy 2008 Report indicate some trends that
are useful for the formulation of both cultural and international trade policy. It is hoped that the
limitations in data for audiovisuals will point towards the need to improve the quality and
coverage of statistics on trade in services for the sake of market transparency since they are an
essential tool for policy formulation.
FILM INDUSTRY
Globally, the value of the film industry is estimated at around $75 billion,24 of which $55 billion
are accounted for by the production and sale of DVDs. This means that more films are seen in the
world but fewer people go to cinemas. Revenue for the film industry derives from box‐office sales
domestically and abroad, music rights, television and satellite rights, video and Internet rights,
merchandising, CD and DVD rentals plus copyrights for reproduction. Therefore, intellectual
property right (IPR) issues are crucial for the earnings of the film industry but data are not
available.
TELEVISION AND RADIO
Television and radio broadcasting are the most popular among the creative industries. Both are in
a phase of technological shifts from the analogue to the digital system and from terrestrial to
satellite and cable stations. This is taking place simultaneously on a global scale. Furthermore,
many countries under WTO obligations liberalized their telecommunication industry in the 1990s,
opening their doors to fierce competition, thereby affecting the production of local creative
products. Penetration of cable television throughout the developing world is a fact, bringing with
it both challenges and opportunities. On the positive side, it expands the choice of consumers,
facilitating access to world news and stimulating some local business initiatives. Conversely, it
reduces the space for cultural diversity owing to the massive invasion of foreign packages showing
the realities of completely different societies. This may have an adverse impact on education and
cultural life. The shift towards digital radio poses a similar problem, raising controversies. The key
issue is more cultural and economic than technological.
International trade in audiovisuals tripled during the period 1996‐2005. For the reasons
mentioned earlier, it is not helpful to present the list of the key players in the world market for
audiovisuals since it would give an erroneous picture of the global market. The figures reported
are few and relatively low even from countries with advanced statistical data‐collection systems.
PUBLISHING AND PRINTED MEDIA
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FEATURES
The intellectual assets and the creativity driving the publishing and printed media are broadly
expressed in the form of literary production translated into all kinds of books (novels, poetry,
educational, professional, etc.) and the printed media translated into all kinds of news circulated
as newspapers, magazines, etc. Publishing and printed media still constitutes an important
subgroup of the creative industries from both the cultural and the economic point of view.
Technologically, however, the publishing and media industries are facing new challenges due to
the growing trend towards electronic publishing.
Nevertheless, the upward trend of the trade figures is evidence that electronic and printed media
can coexist.
European exports rose to $24.2 billion in this year. Among the top ten exporters, 8 out of 10 were
European countries.
DESIGN
FEATURES
Design deals with the creation of forms and the appearance of products. Creative design is
expressed in several ways: through the creation of decorative luxury items such as jewellery, by
the uniqueness of a functional service such as the architectural design of a building, or as
utilitarian mass‐produced goods such as an interior object. Design products are usually aesthetic
functional creations based on concepts and specifications. Again, the definition of design enters
into the debate of IPRs. For many, design is an input into all manufacturing processes and cannot
be separated from any final physical product. For others, such as the Industrial Design Society of
America, the definition of “design” is “the creation and development of concepts and
specifications that optimize the functions, value and appearance of products and systems for the
mutual benefit of users and manufacturers”.
Design products include goods and services. The analysis contained in the Creative Economy 2008
Report is based on trade data for interior objects, graphic design, jewellery, toys and fashion.
Industrial design is not covered and architectural services are treated under “functional creative
services”. Most of the items included under “fashion” are accessories; clothing and footwear are
not included owing to the impossibility of differentiating design creations from mass‐production
goods, as explained earlier. Furthermore, as for all creative industries, the lack of data for
copyrights, trademarks, brands, etc., makes it difficult to assess the overall economic impact of
each subgroup of creative industries on national economies.
Fashion is a creative industry deserving special attention, given its characteristics and the great
potential of the fashion industry for trade. The global fashion industry is expanding; it goes
beyond the “haute couture”, which is distinct from the prêt‐à‐porter (ready to wear) and the
trendy design wear. Nowadays, the fashion industry covers a wide range of fashionable products,
including perfume, jewellery and accessories such as scarves, purses and belts. A unique,
handmade fashion creation is distinct from industrial‐scale production. Therefore, fashion design
products should be protected by copyrights or trademarks before entering into highly competitive
domestic or international markets. Indeed, it is the brand or label attesting to the creative content
and novelty of products that ensures value added and higher revenues for the stylists. These and
other intricacies of the global fashion industry need to be better understood in order for the
fashion industry to be enhanced in developing countries.
Design is the largest contributor to trade of creative industries probably also because it is the
sector for which statistics are the best reported. It encompasses six main groups of items. Among
the goods are: interior design, graphics, fashion accessories, jewellery and toys. For services, the
main item is architectural services, which will be featured under “creative services”.
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Italy maintained its position as leading exporter, with 11 per cent of world market share thanks to
its renowned role in the field of interior design and fashion as well as in architectural services.
France, Germany and the United States followed, with all three economies having more or less the
same level of participation in world markets. Although the Netherlands, Germany and Switzerland
had lower levels of exports, these economies experienced the fastest growth in their design
industries – around 12 per cent during the years from 2000 to 2005.
NEW MEDIA
FEATURES
New media is the newest subgroup among the creative industries. It emerged as a result of rapid
advances in ICTs that started in the 1990s with the purpose of promoting the dynamism of new
media as a driving force of the creative economy. There are two reasons for this: first, the novelty
embedded in the constant updating of technologies used for the production and consumption of
creative content; and second, the lack of a universally agreed system of data collection of
digitalized creative content. In this regard, it should be recalled that issues relating to
measurement of ICT tools, in particular how to collect accurate, useful and comparable ICT
statistics.
Again, figures presented for new media are extremely underestimated for the reasons explained
earlier. Nevertheless, they contribute to a better understanding of current trends. In the UNCTAD
classification of creative industries, new media includes a wide range of creative digitalized
content such as software, video games, cartoons and other digital products. The figures shown are
clearly evidence of shortcomings in the level of disaggregation of statistical classification codes
since they cover only digital records and video games. Furthermore, the subgroup comprises
several relatively new creative services, such as Web‐related services, for which data are non‐
existent (see also the general explanatory notes in the annex).
The global market for new‐media goods grew very fast during the period 1996‐2005; the annual
growth rate was 6.5 per cent. World exports nearly doubled.
Developed economies led exports of new‐media goods over the period 1996‐2005. While their
exports of digital recordings remained relatively unchanged, they faced growing competition from
developing economies as regards video games. Europe supplied a third of global market demand
and its exports were more diversified in terms of target markets.
CREATIVE SERVICES
FEATURES
Services are a key component in the dynamics of the creative economy. For the creative
industries, services play a growing role in all its subgroups. Moreover, the world economy has
become much more services‐oriented in recent years. Since 1990, world trade in services has
nearly tripled, reaching $2.4 trillion in 2005.39 The implications of liberalization of trade in
services for poverty alleviation, welfare and the overall development prospects of developing
countries remain at the heart of multilateral debates.
At present, however, the available data for trade in services do not provide the detail necessary to
reach conclusive results about the real impact of service outputs on trade in creative industries
and its implications for the creative economy. The principal categories of services many aspects of
the creative industries that cannot be extracted separately. Nevertheless, despite the limitations,
a picture of world trade in services related to the creative industries is presented for the first time.
The inclusion of creative‐oriented research and development (R&D) services is another. These
services fit into the broader scope of the creative economy and are closely associated with
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scientific creations and technological innovations. The rationale for the inclusion of these services
is that the creative economy is rooted in the overall interactions between economics, culture and
technology and, therefore, that the creative economy is centred on, but not restricted to, arts and
culture.
Reported exports of creative services increased sharply, with an annual growth rate of 11.2 per
cent for the period from 2000 to 2005. As addressed in other chapters, copyrights are the most
important IPR instrument for the creative industries as they provide protection for authorship of
paintings, sculptures, music, novels, architecture, etc. However, official figures for copyrights are
not available. According to WIPO, statistical limitations and deficiencies in data collection have
made it impossible to date to compile universal data on copyrights from the creative industries.
Royalty payments and licence fees are associated with the use of intellectual property for
production and consumption of goods and services, for instance, licensing services for the right to
use entertainment, computer software, or other non‐financial intangible assets.
There is no single definition of “creative industries” but there are different approaches to
classifying them depending on the purpose of the analysis, as discussed in chapter 1. There are
two types of related industries: some serve as inputs in the creation process (e.g., ink for a
painting); others provide supporting equipment needed for the consumption or distribution of
creative content (e.g., television sets for television broadcasting). As they are part of a much
broader set of manufacturing, chemical and electronics sectors, they are not included in the totals
of creative industries. Our concern is to avoid distortion and over‐accounting in the trend analysis
of creative goods and services.
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11. THE ROLE OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
INTRODUCTION
Any survey of the creative economy must consider the role of intellectual property, which has fast
become an ingredient for the development of the creative industries in all countries. Intellectual
property law is a major policy tool and part of the regulatory environment suitable for the
establishment and expansion of creative businesses, which are sources of wealth for developed
and developing countries alike.
This chapter is concerned with intellectual property rights (IPRs) and the creative economy. It will
be clear from this chapter that this field presents difficult challenges to governments, artists and
creators as well as to analysts and agencies. Thus, there are sensitive areas and different
approaches to addressing IPR issues.
Put simply, common practice has been to measure and regulate the physical movement of goods;
this is what trade flows are. Increasingly, other dimensions of products and ideas have also been
traded in the form of licences, royalties and copyrights. This trade reflects a licence to use rather
than own an object.
This notion of “intellectual rights” has a long history and an established regulatory system. In the
past when such rights were embedded, locked into or in some way integral to the physical good,
rights could be regulated as an adjunct to physical trade. Where it could not, special procedures
were put in place: a licence to extract oil, a tax on volume of a material extracted, etc. However,
with digitization, it is possible to totally separate the physical and intellectual rights, and this has
created a crisis with respect to both regulation and business models (see chapter 7).
The aim of this chapter is to analyse how IPRs are particularly important to the creative economy
and the ways in which current modes of regulation and measurement do not yet appear sufficient
to allow a proper overview of their economic impact on the trade balance of individual countries..
WHAT ARE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS?
Intellectual property regimes are the legal rights that result from intellectual activity in the
industrial, scientific, literary and artistic fields. They aim at safeguarding creators and other
producers of intellectual goods and services by granting them certain time‐limited rights to control
the use made of those productions. These rights do not apply to the physical object in which the
creation may be embodied but instead to the intellectual creation as such. IPRs can take the form
of copyrights or geographical indications and appellations of origin, topics that will be elaborated
later, but IPRs can also be applied as follows:
• Patent: an exclusive right granted for an invention that has an element of novelty and
utility. In a practical sense, the existence of the patent system constitutes an important
incentive to inventive, innovative and creative activity. Patent rights run for a limited
length of time, generally up to 20 years, as long as the maintenance fees are paid;
Industrial design: the appearance or aesthetic aspect of the whole or part of a product
that may consist, in particular, of the lines, contours, colours, patterns, shape, surface,
texture of materials of the product itself. To be protected, a design must appeal to the
eye. Industrial designs are applied to products of industry and handicraft, such as
jewellery, architectural structures or textile designs. The owner is assured an exclusive
right against unauthorized copying or imitation usually up to a maximum of 15 to 25
years;
• Trademark: may be one or a combination of words, letters and numerals. It may consist of
drawings, symbols, three‐dimensional signs such as the shape and packaging of goods,
music or vocal sounds, fragrances, or colours used as distinguishing features. A trademark
ensures the exclusive right to use it to identify goods or services, or to authorize another
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to use it in return for payment. Trademarks must be distinctive, but nowadays almost
anything can be a trademark.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
There are different approaches to identifying which are the creative industries, depending on the
criteria chosen. The WIPO perspective stresses the relationship between creativity and intellectual
property protection, most notably copyright.
Creative industries are involved directly or indirectly in the commercial exploitation of intellectual
property‐based goods and services, i.e., mainly cultural, information and entertainment goods.
Intangible capital and intellectual property protection play a fundamental role in these industries.
From the WIPO perspective, the creative industries may be divided into four groups according to
the degree of use of copyright material. The most important are “core industries”, which are
generally regarded as synonymous with copyright industries. The core is made up of industries
that produce and distribute works that are protectable under copyright or related rights: film and
video, music, performing arts, publishing, software and database, television and radio, advertising,
copyright collecting societies, and visual and graphic art, including photography. The core
industries are wholly engaged in the creation, production and manufacturing, performance,
broadcast, communication and exhibition, or distribution and sales of protected works.
A second group, the “interdependent industries”, comprises those industries that are engaged in
the production, manufacture and sale of equipment whose function is to facilitate the creation,
production or use of works and other protected subject matter. The interdependent industries
comprise such economic activities as manufacture, wholesale and retail of television sets, radios,
CD players, DVD players, electronic games equipment, computers, musical instruments, blank
recording material, paper, photocopiers, and photographic and cinematographic instruments.
A further group, the “partial industries”, includes those in which a portion of the activities is
related to works and other protected subject matter. They comprise architecture, apparel, textiles
and footwear, interior design, household goods, china and glass, furniture, jewellery and coins,
crafts, wall coverings and carpets, toys and games, and museums.
The last category comprises the “non‐dedicated industries” in which a portion of the activities is
related to facilitating broadcast, communication, distribution or sales of works and whose
activities have not been included in the core industries. They include general wholesale and
retailing, general transportation, and telephony and the Internet.
In order to fully capture the multiple effects that are produced by copyright on the various
economic activities, the WIPO approach includes all of the above‐mentioned four groups in any
comprehensive survey of the creative sector.
The creative industries encompass the narrower concept of the “cultural” industries, which are
regarded as those that produce products that have culturally significant content that is
reproduced on an industrial scale (a term often used in relation to mass media production). The
creative industries broaden the field of the cultural industries to add all cultural or artistic
production, whether live or produced as an individual unit and traditionally used in relation to live
performances, cultural heritage and similar “high‐art” activities. They also include, in addition to
the “cultural” industries, all those industries that contribute indirectly to the production, sale,
performance, distribution, etc. of protected work.
Today creative industries have firmly established themselves as a vital component of our societies
and they increasingly contribute to the development of national economies. Research has
provided solid evidence of their growing importance, and national decision‐makers and opinion
leaders are more and more aware of the economic importance of these industries. While
contributing to cultural diversity and the enhancement of social values, these industries are also
generating wealth, creating jobs and promoting trade.
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COPYRIGHT AND THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
Copyright is the area of intellectual property law that provides protection to original works of
authorship, such as paintings, sculpture, music, novels, poems, plays, architecture, dance,
instruction manuals, technical documentation and software. Copyright laws give statutory
expression to the economic and moral rights of creators in their creations and
the rights of the public in the access to those creations. They also aim to promote, as a deliberate
act of government policy, creativity and the dissemination and application of its results and
encourage fair trading as a means by which to contribute to economic and social development.
The concept of “copyright and related rights” is defined in national legislation.
The basic concepts in national law are, however, largely consistent with the provisions of
international instruments.
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS
Copyright consists of a system of rights given to creators in their literary and artistic works at the
moment of creation provided they are not under contract that specifies otherwise. These rights
are tradable and may be sold to other individuals and firms. Creators and ultimately their heirs, or
rights owners, hold the exclusive rights to use or license others to use the work on agreed terms.
The holder of the copyright of a work can prohibit or authorize, for example:
its reproductions in various forms, such as printed publication or a CD; its public performance, as
in a play or musical work; its broadcasting, including by radio, television or satellite; its translation
into other languages or its adaptation, such as the adaptation of a novel into a screenplay. These
economic rights have a time limit, according to the relevant WIPO treaties, of 50 years after the
creator’s death.
MORAL RIGHTS
Copyright protection also includes moral rights, which involve the right to claim authorship of a
work and the right to oppose changes to it that could harm the creator’s reputation. Moral rights
correspond to the interests of creators in being identified as the originators of a particular work,
and the ability to control the conditions that surround its dissemination, be it from the very
decision to go public to the safekeeping of authenticity, thus addressing both economic and
cultural dimensions. Moral rights are inalienable from the authors and cannot be transferred to
third parties under commercial contracts.
RELATED RIGHTS
Many creative works protected by copyright require mass distribution, communication and
financial investment for their dissemination (for example, publications, sound recordings and
films); hence, creators often sell or license the copyrights to their works to individuals or
companies best able to market the works in return for payment. These payments are often made
dependent on the actual use of the work and are then referred to as “royalties”.
In principle, works of the mind are created in order to be disseminated to a wider audience. This
generally cannot be done by an author alone, for it requires financial investment by
intermediaries that have the necessary production and reproduction infrastructure, access to
retailers and distribution networks and professional competencies – such as management,
marketing and public relations – that the author may not possess. A play needs to be represented
on stage; a song needs to be performed by artists, reproduced in the form of CDs or broadcast by
means of radio facilities. All persons who make use of literary, artistic or scientific works in order
to make them publicly accessible to others require their own protection against the unauthorized
use of their contributions in the process of communicating the work to the public.
In light of the above, the field of rights related to copyright has rapidly developed over the last
fifty years. These related rights grew up around copyrighted works and provide similar rights
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although often more limited and of shorter duration. In the WIPO perspective, they provide
protection to those who assist intellectual creators to communicate their message and to
disseminate their works to the public at large.
Recent technological developments have dramatically transformed the way in which related rights
operate. With regard to the rights of performers, the performance of actors or musicians, which a
century ago ended with the play or concert in which they performed, may now be fixed on a
variety of mechanisms, including radio, television, satellite transmission and the Internet. What
earlier was a localized and immediate phase of a performance in a hall before a limited audience
became an increasingly permanent manifestation capable of unlimited and repeated reproduction
and use before an equally unlimited audience that went beyond national borders. The
development of broadcasting and television had similar effects.
Likewise, the increasing technological development of phonograms, mainly through the rapid
proliferation of digital and Internet‐based media, has resulted in producers of phonograms and
broadcasting organizations calling for better and greater protection for their produced content as
well as against retransmission of their own programmes by other similar organizations. In
response, there have been suggestions by both media industry insiders as well as consumer
protection groups that the current business model of the recording, film and broadcast industries,
which requires ever greater content control and legal remedy, is out of step with the realities of
the nature and usage of Internet and digital technologies.
ENFORCEMENT OF COPYRIGHT
The acquisition of copyrights is of little economic value if these rights cannot be enforced
effectively. The credibility of the system depends to a considerable extent on the enforceability of
the rights it confers. Well‐functioning enforcement mechanisms are the best means to limit the
number of violations of copyrights and to ensure that rights holders and society as a whole can
reap the benefits from the intellectual property system.
When we consider the protection and enforcement of copyright and related rights, piracy appears
as one of the central issues. All kinds of works are at risk. Music, books, videos, DVDs and even
craft design are copied illegally. WIPO argues that in developing economies, as a result of the
flooding of markets with cheap “copyright‐free” foreign products, domestic creators and
producers lose their competitiveness, which in turn endangers cultural diversity and national
identity. Piracy is a huge challenge in many countries, and the argument is that countries where
piracy is rampant may forego opportunities for growth and development on several levels, both
tangible and intangible, since it destabilizes the local creative industries and undermines the
efforts of creative entrepreneurs and businesses. Inadequate enforcement of copyright limits
incentives to develop creative products, especially for small and medium‐sized enterprises.
THE ECONOMICS OF COPYRIGHT
Copyrighted works, like other intangible goods, suffer from what economists call the public goods
problem: they are non‐rivalrous and non‐excludable goods. This means that their use by one
person does not reduce their usefulness for other persons; thus an unlimited number of people
may consume the work without using it up. In addition, while the cost of creating copyright goods
is often high, the cost of reproducing them is low. This leads to an economic disincentive to
commercialize new works.
The limited monopoly granted by copyright laws provides copyright owners with the legal
entitlement to exclude others from enjoying the copyrighted work. Yet while these rights may be
exclusive, they are not absolute and certain national IPR legislations provide limitations and
exceptions to help to keep the copyright system balanced to avoid the costs of an overly extensive
set of rights. These are so‐called “fair‐use” rights and will indicate a permissible degree of copying,
in part or in full, within the family or household circle, for creating backups, in the production of
comic and satirical material, and for the purpose of study and academic research.
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CONTRIBUTION OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES TO THE ECONOMY
A keen interest in the measurement of the contribution of the creative industries to national
economies was in recent years fuelled by the identification of creativity as a potential driver in the
creative economy. Many studies were undertaken to evaluate and compare size, performance and
competitiveness of the creative industries as well as to monitor trends and provide policy options
based on solid quantifiable evidence. These studies were based on a variety of approaches,
motivated by equally diverse policy objectives: social, economic or cultural. Difficulties emerged
along the way, especially with regard to the capture of the non‐economic returns of creativity.
COPYRIGHT, THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AND TRADITIONAL CULTURAL
EXPRESSIONS
Traditional music, designs, performances, symbols and other creative expressions of traditional
cultures communicate beliefs and values, embody skills and know how, reflect the history of a
community and define its cultural identity. These traditional cultural expressions are valuable
cultural assets of the indigenous and local communities who maintain, practice and develop them.
Traditional cultural expressions can also be economic assets: they are creations and innovations
that can, if so desired, be traded or licensed for income generation and economic development.
They may also serve as an inspiration to other creators and innovators, who can adapt the
traditional expressions and derive new creations and innovations from them. Traditional cultural
expressions and other elements of intangible cultural heritage are therefore a mainspring of
creativity as they are in a permanent cumulative process of adaptation and re‐creation.
Traditional cultural expressions are also cultural assets, however, and cultural heritage is not only
there to be leveraged as an economic resource. In this socially, culturally and technologically
connected world, it is increasingly recognized that culture is not a mere commodity and that
heritage as such is worthy of safeguarding and protection. In this case, intellectual property tools
can also play a role through values embedded in the intellectual property system that prevent
misappropriation and misuse of creativity, including traditional creativity. The relationship
between intellectual property and traditional cultural expressions, and the cognate area of
“traditional knowledge”, raises complex legal, cultural, political and conceptual issues, however.
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Digital technologies and computer networks – especially the Internet – offer unprecedented
opportunities for the promotion, preservation, revitalization and protection of intangible cultural
heritage. Expressions of traditional creativity and innovation can serve as springboards for new
cultural expression, especially in the digital world. Digitized traditional music, designs and art can
reach new audiences in niche markets for distinctive, diverse and “local” cultural goods and
services and, in so doing, promote community and rural economic and cultural development.
However, the digitization and dissemination of traditional cultural expressions can lead to their
misappropriation and misuse. In some cases, safeguarding efforts have unwittingly led to the
unauthorized disclosure or commercial exploitation of culturally sensitive materials.
As a result, indigenous organizations, museums and archives, and researchers (such as
ethnomusicologists) have called for guidance on which intellectual property issues and options
arise during recording and digitization initiatives.
COPYRIGHTS AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Among other things, both the WIPO Copyright Treaty and the WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty address the challenges posed by today’s digital technologies, in particular the
dissemination of protected material over digital networks such as the Internet. For this reason,
they have sometimes been referred to as the “Internet treaties”.
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Both treaties provide the legal rationale for copyright owners to be adequately and effectively
protected in the digital environment when their works and sound recordings are disseminated
through new digital technologies and communication systems. They also create new online rights.
According to the WIPO treaties, countries are required to provide not only the rights described
above but also two types of technological adjuncts to the rights. These are intended to ensure that
right owners can effectively use technology to protect their rights and to license their works
online. From a policy perspective, “anti‐circumvention” and “rights management” technologies
pose an important problem: content distributors are free to provide public‐domain content in
media that have “anti‐circumvention” and “rights management” technologies in order to improve
or enhance revenue streams. However, if the underlying content is public domain, hacking these
technologies to rightfully access the content (in order to reuse, create derivative works,
redistribute, etc.) becomes a copyright offence. Thus they may be seen as tools to reintroduce
public‐domain content into the domain of proprietary copyright under traditional restrictive
licence. Such an extension does absolutely nothing for new talent and provides no incentives to
current or future creators.
POSSIBLE POLICY OPTIONS
From the analysis of this chapter, it can be said that an efficient and fair international intellectual
property system is in the interest of creators, creative industries and consumers in all countries,
and the level of its implementation is often the subject of discussions in free trade agreements.
IPRs are territorial, which means that they are protected only in the country or region where
protection has been applied for and obtained. Protecting intellectual property in export markets is
crucial if a creator is to enjoy the same benefits of protection abroad as are enjoyed in the
domestic market.
Intellectual property provides incentives to creators and entrepreneurs in the form of a tradable
economic asset – a copyright – that is instrumental for investing in the development, production
and distribution of goods and services, in a market economy, that are largely based on human
creativity. This in turn helps increase access to, and enhances the enjoyment of, culture,
knowledge and entertainment all over the world. Ideally, under this system of rights, rights
owners are assured that their works can be disseminated without fear of unauthorized use of
their creative and intellectual products. In practice, viable enforcement is often a more critical
issue than legal acknowledgement. Increasing awareness of the contribution and potential of the
creative sector for development is a major task. Protecting copyright is a public‐policy goal of
countries seeking sustained growth in the creative economy. Countries that wish to see their
creative industries prosper must take a strong stance for the promotion of the full spectrum of
copyrights and their licences, for the best way to expand the creative economy is to implement a
balanced copyright framework that realizes their development potential.
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12. TECHNOLOGY, CONNECTIVITY AND THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
INTRODUCTION
The aim of this chapter is to examine issues relating to the interface between technology, culture
and economics, highlighting the ways in which information and communication technologies
(ICTs) may bring about changes in the creative economy.
In principle, digitization presents no problems for copyright; historically, rights have been
regulated via the control of physical goods and, more recently, via various forms of encryption.
“Pure” digitization requires the development of secure, solely digital control of copyright.
The essence of the challenge goes beyond the considerable problems of copyright; many creative‐
economy “products” are potentially digitized and thus subject to entirely new business models
and need novel regulatory regimes. Even those that have their basis in a physical product, such as
a craft object, may be subject to copying unless registered as intellectual property.
The advent of digital and Internet‐based ICTs has active economy. The ICT sector was recognized
as a pillar opened a new set of marketing and distribution opportunities, thereby boosting the
economic potential of the creative economy.
MEASUREMENT ISSUES AND CREATIVE CONTENT
Many measurement issues in the creative economy are not exclusive to the ICTs, but certain
specificities apply. Besides the lack of availability of data, collected data are not always
comparable across countries. As was highlighted by the UNCTAD E‐Commerce and Development
Report 2004, “this calls for collective action at the international level to coordinate the
methodological work and to work towards a global database of ICT indicators”.
Generally speaking, the most common core ICT indicators can be grouped into four sets, following
the methodology developed by the Partnership on Measuring ICT for Development. The vast
majority of these parameters refer to the availability of infrastructure and access to ICTs and the
Access to, and use of, ICT by households and individuals
Broadband sales allow a comparative analysis of the performance of digital markets vis‐à‐vis
traditional channels. In the case of the expansion, for instance, is seminal to boosting the
development of knowledge‐sharing in the creative economy, and the creative industries, for
example, according to the numbers of employees using computers reveal not only International
Federation of the Phonographic Industry access to computers but also computer literacy. The last
row, (IFPI), Internet music sales showed a consistent increase in digital transactions, adds an
economic perspective to the data share across the markets.
ICTS AND THEIR IMPACT ON THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
The general scenario of the impact of ICTs has been well reviewed; however, the specifics of this
debate – how ICTs may have a variable impact on some activities and not others – has been less
well examined. As noted earlier, it is our hypothesis that ICT development will have a
disproportionate impact on the creative economy. The reasons for this impact relate to the
specific potential for transformation of the creative‐economy production processes; issues related
to the production chain will be further analysed in a subsequent section.
ICTs have enormous power to leverage the development of new links in the value chain in virtually
all creative industries, albeit at different levels. The key concept underpinning these changes is
“digital convergence”, which can be of three types: technological convergence (a shift in patterns
of ownership of media, such as film, television, music and games), media convergence (allowing
users to consume different media at the same time using a single personal computer) and access
convergence (all production and distribution of media and services are being re‐engineered to
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work on a distributed network platform, i.e., everything is becoming available or doable on the
Internet).
Digital convergence and its manifestation through increasingly interlinked and interoperable
online technologies are driven by consumers and by suppliers. A recent report published by ITU
states that “…the market environment increasingly resembles a digital ‘ecosystem’ in which
companies must cooperate to provide jointly provisioned services at the same time as they
compete for resources and for markets. Equally, customers become suppliers and suppliers
become customers in evolving relationships of bewildering complexity.” From mobile content on
demand to online art auctions, the new features of the value chain emerge at a very fast pace.
DIGITIZATION
Until recently, the mode of transmission and storage of information on the creative economy was
analogue. ICTs, however, allow a new form of recording of information: digitization. Digitization is
significantly different in two ways. First, the various forms that were previously separate (sound,
images, texts) have the same basic format and are thus potentially integrated into one medium.
Thus, the same editing techniques and similar software can be used. Additionally, different media
can be combined in the same format. This integration, when based on the same platform, enables
a totally new field of convergent media. This has both artistic and business possibilities and
represents a significant field of potential innovation. Second, the common digital basis of
information allows it to be easily communicated and transferred with no degradation of the
original, in fact, in an exact copy of the original. This aspect has huge implications for the
distribution and copying of digital works (as well as the digital transformation of analogue works).
The digital format means that novel editing and integration of media, previously unimagined, can
be achieved. Again, this has opened up the possibility of altogether new art forms as well as the
transformation of existing ones.
CONVERGENCE AND NEW BUSINESS MODELS
Clearly, since much of the output of the creative economy can potentially be digitized, it is likely to
experience a disproportionate impact and transformation. Another aspect of this transformation
is the development of new business models, market structures and governance. New business
models are made possible at the simplest level by the closer integration of separate product lines
(books, films and music, for example). Of course, it is notable that the media already display a
striking concentration of ownership and power. Most major media organizations aspire to be
“convergent organizations”. The major objective is that these convergent organizations are to be
traders and users of IPR rights that may be “re‐purposed” (or reused) from one medium to
another (for example, a cartoon character in a computer game, a film, a book, a toy or on a piece
of clothing). This in effect multiplies the possibilities of exploitation of intellectual property from a
single investment in addition to the traditional monopoly profits possible in the medium.
In digital terms, reproduction is infinite and incurs no extra cost per item. This therefore opens up
the possibilities for infinite expansion of markets and the reduction or lack of need for
warehousing and storage of products.
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. ICTs and the creative economy seem to
form the perfect ground for the validity of Newton’s third law. The more concentrated the
audiovisual and music markets become in the hands of a few transnational conglomerates, the
more alternative business models emerge. Back in 2000, the music sector was revolutionized by
peer‐to‐peer file‐sharing programmes such as KaZaA and Napster, which by 2001 had conquered
no less than 3.5 million users. As creativity seems to reinvent itself, a similar business model was
created with Skype. Sold to eBay for $2 billion in 2005, it is now being applied to Joost Internet TV,
with a promise to disrupt the oligopoly of the television industry. The new systems have the
potential to undermine what have become, in the last 50 years or so, the normal ways to organize,
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say, music or film production and distribution. Understandably, those corporations that currently
occupy key positions in such a system will seek to defend the “old ways”.
LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE
The emergent theme of this chapter is that the impact and effects of the adoption and use of the
ICTs are likely to be amplified in their impact on the creative economy. The precise impact is
complex, varying by industry and by the organization and means of incorporating and using ICTs in
creative production. Critically, this change opens up a window of opportunity to develop new
production and distribution systems that might promote a real expansion of democracy and
diversity in cultural productions, and to create new and interesting business models and
opportunities.
The real challenge will be to develop new forms of governance in the creative economy that will
support and encourage the positive and minimize the negative effects.
The creative industries are clearly well placed to benefit enormously from the development of
ICTs. However, there are a number of challenges that will need to be carefully managed. First, the
creative economy often lacks professionals in financing and accounting that would enable it to
approach financial institutions and claim for funding. Second, SMEs normally face legal
uncertainties relating to cross‐border e‐commerce and the need to keep up to date on the
dynamics of e‐commerce legislation. Third, investment and commercial banks are not always
prepared to value intangible assets. This is a veritable lose‐lose situation as companies find it hard
to prove the financial potential of their creative products and services and investment and
financial institutions do not increase their portfolio of clients. Smaller creative companies must
then refer to a mix of internal and external financing sources.
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13. POLICY STRATEGIES FOR THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
INTRODUCTION
As has been argued throughout this Report, knowledge and creativity are becoming powerful
drivers of economic growth in the contemporary globalizing world. They have profound
implications for trade and development. Together with technology, they open up a huge potential
for developing countries to develop new areas of wealth and employment creation consistent
with wider trends in the global economy. For such countries to realize this potential, however,
carefully formulated policy strategies are necessary. The creative capacities of these countries can
be enhanced through strategic action by governments at local, national and regional levels and by
forward‐looking cooperation in the international arena.
A wide range of measures is available to governments at all levels to stimulate the creative
economy; to reinforce the connections between the economic, technological, social and cultural
aspects of its functioning; and to promote the achievement of sustainability through linking
economic and cultural development. The policy arena within which government action dealing
with the creative economy falls is the broad area of creative‐industries policy. Traditionally in
many countries, this area of policy concern has been known as “cultural policy”. Yet the scope and
coverage of the term “cultural policy” differ from country to country. For some countries,
especially in the industrialized world, cultural policy simply comprises policy towards the creative
arts. Such countries support the arts through measures such as subsidies to artists and performing
companies; tax concessions for donations to the arts; assistance to education and training in
music, drama, the visual arts and so on; and the operation of public cultural institutions such as
museums and galleries. For other countries, particularly in the developing world, cultural policy
has tended to connote principally policy towards cultural heritage. In these cases, the policy task is
seen as one of preserving or protecting both tangible and intangible cultural heritage, where the
sites, artefacts and traditions involved are vulnerable to exploitation and possible loss through
deterioration or disappearance.
Recent times, however, have seen an expansion of the notion of “cultural policy” to embrace a
broader conception of it as policy towards creativity and the creative industries. Such an
expansion of cultural into creative policy parallels the widening of the scope of the creative
economy from the traditional cultural industries, as discussed earlier in this Report. In Europe, for
example, policy interventions in support of the cultural industries began in the 1920s and were
reaffirmed in the Treaty of Rome (1957) and the Maastricht Treaty (1992), which progressively
defined the support for culture in the countries of the European Union. Originally such support
was directed particularly towards traditional art forms, but more recently, as the market economy
has grown and diversified, the scope has widened continually to embrace the audiovisual
industries, publishing, the media and so on. The Europeans have been concerned to stress the
importance of the cultural content of the output of these industries.
In line with the cross‐cutting and multidimensional nature of the creative economy, cultural policy
in its broader interpretation embraces aspects of a number of other areas of economic and social
policy. Perhaps most importantly, consideration of the creative economy becomes a key element
of industrial policy, whereby industrial development strategies can exploit the potential dynamism
of the creative industries in generating growth in output, exports and employment. A positive
outlook for industrial policy in which creativity and innovation are important drivers of growth is
well suited to the contemporary economic conditions of globalization and structural change.
As discussed in earlier chapters, other areas of economic and social policy with linkages to cultural
policy include: tourism; urban and regional development (especially the “creative city” area);
cultural rights and cultural diversity; education and training; and copyright and intellectual
property. It is apparent that, if the widened scope for policy towards the creative economy is to be
entertained, it will require significant collaboration between the various ministries and
bureaucratic departments. Only by such cooperation will the full development potential of the
creative economy be realized.
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It is important to bear in mind also the international context within which policy‐making takes
place. Multilateral processes are the essence of international policies and the driving force to
move forward the international economic and development agenda. These processes will be
discussed in the next chapter.
THE ROLE OF PUBLIC POLICIES
The economic role of government is conventionally taken to comprise public interventions to
promote:
• efficient resource allocation in the economy;
• full employment, price stability and external balance; and
• equitable distribution of income and wealth.
In regard to domestic policy towards the creative economy, the rationale for involvement of the
public sector can be described under several areas of intervention, as follows:
• Market failure (public goods). The cultural sector in general and the creative arts in
particular are normally regarded as a source of diffused community benefits that have the
characteristics of non‐rival and non‐excludable public goods. A particular public benefit of
relevance here, as discussed in this Report, is the social cohesion that can be expected to
flow from cultural activities and creative production within communities.
• Market failure (imperfect competition). If industries become concentrated to such an
extent that competition breaks down, government intervention may be warranted to
restore competitive conditions. A specific case of this in the creative economies of
developing countries may arise if global corporations producing cultural products are in a
position to monopolize local markets to the exclusion of locally produced cultural
expressions.
• Market failure (research and development). The involvement of government in promoting
R&D is justified on the grounds that beneficial externalities might be produced and/or that
the public sector may be in a better position than private companies to assume the sorts
of risk involved, with the prospect of sharing in the payoff from successful discoveries. In
the case of the creative economy, governments can and do facilitate R&D investments in
creative product development for either or both of these reasons and may undertake
strategic investments in the creative sector with the hope of “picking winners”.
• Education and training. Governments have particular responsibilities in the areas of
education, training, certification and licensing. Significant strides have been made in the
developing world towards achieving universal literacy and ensuring access to education
opportunities that are both relevant and of high quality. The resources available for
specific training programmes are, however, often very limited. For the time being, training
and education opportunities relating to the creative industries are almost entirely limited
to the major urban centres. The successful promotion of creative industries requires that
they be reflected in the national education system, which would offer targeted training
opportunities at different levels (formal, non‐formal, informal) in skills and knowledge
that are relevant to professional participation in the creative‐industries sector. Such
training also needs to serve as a repository of knowledge relating to the rich cultural
traditions that underpin these professions. It is also necessary to confer the status and
importance that are due these specializations through a programme of certification and
licensing designed specifically for the creative‐industries sector.
• Cultural identity/cultural diversity. An area that has traditionally formed part of cultural
policy in the broadest sense has been government responsibilities for the cultural life of
the people as reflected in the traditional knowledge and the intangible cultural capital of
the community. Although there are demonstrable economic ramifications arising from
areas such as the expression of cultural identity or the protection and celebration of
cultural diversity, this is an area of policy that is generally regarded as intrinsically
important in its own right. For our purposes, it is clear that policy in these areas should
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undoubtedly be regarded as part of an overall domestic policy strategy that encourages
and supports the creative economy.
THE POLICY PROCESS
In considering the process of policy formulation and implementation in the public sector, a series
of steps can be identified that can be summarized in simple terms as the following sequence:
• Specification of objectives. This first step is critical in specifying clearly which outcomes
policy is designed to achieve.
• Choice of instruments. The guiding principle in the allocation of policy instruments to
tasks is the so‐called assignment problem, whereby the most effective and efficient policy
measure or package of measures is aligned with the objective or objectives that they are
expected to achieve.
• Implementation, monitoring and evaluation. The implementation of cultural policy
requires appropriate measures to gather the data necessary for monitoring whether or
not the required objectives are being achieved, what the benefits and costs of
intervention have been, and whether there have been any untoward or unexpected side‐
effects, either positive or negative.
PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE
It is a fundamental function of government to create and maintain the conditions under which the
economic, social and cultural life of the citizens can prosper. This responsibility takes shape
through the ways in which the public sector provides both tangible and intangible infrastructure.
Given the predominance of the market economy as the basic form of economic organization in the
world today, the types of infrastructure required are those institutions that enable markets to
function effectively but at the same time to protect and promote the public interest.
The infrastructure needs of the emerging creative economies of developing countries arise at all
points in the value chain from initial creative production (which may be undertaken on a small
scale at the local level or on a larger scale in towns and cities) right through to marketing and
retailing. As with any other industry, the creative industries need affordable access to appropriate
space in which to work and to live, transportation, and distribution facilities. The dispersed but
interdependent nature of creativity in the creative‐ industry sector may make the provision of
these basic infrastructure needs more costly and complicated than for the development of more
traditional heavy and light industry. The overlap with the private infrastructure needs of the
employees and the small scale of the needs for the individual industry may, on the other hand,
balance this cost. The promotion of creative clusters is one way to overcome this cost but it may
not carry the social and cultural advantages of lodging creative industries within existing
communities.
PROVISION OF FINANCE AND INVESTMENT
Traditionally, investment in the cultural sector has directed investment and programming towards
projects, institutions and large enterprises that are all heavily dependent on public incentives and
financing. The sustainability of the creative industries depends, however, on a different and more
comprehensive model of investment. While parts of the creative economy have been very
successful in identifying funding and have become very profitable, many activities may appear to
have only a limited commercial potential.
PROTECTION OF CREATORS’ RIGHTS
Because creative industries are based on intellectual property, an important aspect of the
legislative framework for creative industries is the enforcement of IPRs relating to cultural
activities and creative goods and services. Effective intellectual property regimes that protect the
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originators’ interests and stimulate creation and innovation are therefore a pre‐requisite for
access to global markets. A balance needs to be struck, however, between strengthening of IPRs
and strengthening the public domain. Ensuring that this balance is established is essential to asset
management and wealth creation in the creative economy.
ESTABLISHMENT OF CREATIVE CLUSTERS
The various subsectors of the creative economy have their own particular needs, identity and
modes of organization – the music industry or the publishing industry, for example. From a policy
perspective, however, a small‐scale publisher is likely to have more needs and problems in
common with a small professional music ensemble or a small pottery and weaving business than it
has with a larger‐scale publisher, wherever these creative professionals are located. Thus,
although the performance of individual drivers may differ from country to country, their impact
on the development of the creative industries may be able to be optimized through national and
regional cooperation within a cluster strategy. As discussed earlier in this Report, clustering is a
system for networking of independently functioning units that optimizes the individual unit’s
function and potential instead of exploiting them. A cluster brings together individuals and groups
that create products that compete but must also cooperate within the broader context of the
creative industries. The promotion of cluster development has proved to be an efficient way of
organizing the creative industries and the non‐formal sector.
INSTITUTION OF EFFECTIVE DATA‐COLLECTION MEASURES
The analysis in the Creative Economy 2008 Report points to the need for the establishment of a
methodology for the collection and analysis of universally comparable and reliable data on
creative industries that mapping studies rarely meet.
TARGETED MEASURES FOR ENHANCING CREATIVE CAPACITIES
CREATIVE ARTS
Individual artists can be seen as primary sources of creative ideas and interpreters of traditional
knowledge. As such, they are an indispensable element as the very first stage in the value chain
for most, if not all, creative products. Yet as sole traders or as workers on casual hire or short‐term
contracts, they frequently lack the industrial power or business acumen to make a reasonable
living and to receive an equitable reward for their work. Areas of government assistance that are
appropriate here include:
• grants to support the creative activities of artists, provided on a project basis (for
individuals or groups) or as continuing support funding;
• assistance for education, training and skills development;
• support for artists’ organizations that can act as spokespersons, advocates and
negotiators on behalf of members; and
• copyright regulation to ensure proper remuneration for the creation of artistic works in
various art forms (see further below).
SMALL AND MEDIUM‐SIZED ENTERPRISES
The prevalence of small and medium‐sized enterprises (SMEs) in the creative sector underlines
the need for policy‐ makers to address size‐related constraints. SMEs in creative industries are
susceptible to the same constraints that afflict small enterprises in other areas of the economy.
Chief among these constraints is access to finance to develop creative projects. The
transformation of creative ideas into products or services is usually capital‐intensive and the cost
of technological inputs or other professional services are the subject of significant business
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components of these industries. In short, access to finance remains one of the key hurdles for
creative entrepreneurs looking to resize their creative ideas.
Other challenges faced by SMEs include a lack of business skills relating to marketing and financial
management, information asymmetries and resource constraints affecting access to up‐to‐date
technologies. Available information indicates that size‐related constraints are an issue in
developed and developing economies.
PUBLIC CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS
Governments in most countries play an important role in the creative economy by their ownership
and operation of public cultural institutions such as art galleries, museums and heritage sites.
They are also often owners of significant tangible cultural heritage such as historic public buildings
and collections of nationally significant artworks, artefacts, etc. These cultural responsibilities of
government should be seen as integral to the creative economy, especially because of the role of
these institutions and activities in encouraging tourism, promoting social cohesion and fostering
the beneficial aspects of cultural diversity. As such, their capital and current expenditure needs
should be seen not as inessential luxury items in government outlays but as an essential
contribution to the vitality of the creative industries.
TAILORING POLICY ACTION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL
It must be acknowledged that all countries are different and that there will not be a standard or
uniform package of policy measures that will fit every circumstance on a one‐size‐fits‐all basis.
Nevertheless, in this chapter, we have pointed to some overall features of policy strategies that
are likely to be applicable in most developing‐country situations. These are:
• the need for strengthening of the infrastructure that supports the creative economy;
• the desirability of capacity‐building to ensure that countries can continue to oversee the
development of their creative economies on a sustainable basis;
• the critical role of finance and investment in areas where the government can play an
important facilitating role;
• the desirability of adopting measures to expand the exports of creative products and to
foster import replacement, especially with respect to audiovisuals;
• the need for appropriate copyright legislation and the administrative infrastructure to
provide effective enforcement; and
• the importance of protecting the fundamental artistic and cultural resources on which the
creative economy depends.
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14. THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION OF CREATIVE‐INDUSTRIES POLICY
THE INTERNATIONAL POLICY FRAMEWORK
Multilateral processes are the essence of international policies and the driving force to move
forward the international economic and development agenda. As the evidence presented in
chapter 5 shows, the creative economy is growing and innovating at an unprecedented rate in
regions that previously were lagging behind the development curve. The creative economy cannot
be seen in isolation, however.
UNCTAD XI: CREATIVE INDUSTRIES – A TURNING POINT
In 2004 at the UNCTAD XI Ministerial Conference the topic of creative industries was introduced
into the international economic and development agenda for the first time on the basis of
recommendations made by the High‐level Panel on Creative Industries and Development.
UNCTAD XII: FROM THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES TO THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
A High‐level panel on creative economy and industries for development met on 14‐15 January
2008 in Geneva as an UNCTAD XII pre‐conference event.
The panel discussed policy strategies, multilateral processes, national experiences, assessment
tools, and areas for international cooperation aiming at enhancing creative capacities in
developing countries. The panel recognized that UNCTAD’s work in the area of the creative
economy and the creative industries should be pursued and enhanced. Participants manifested
support for UNCTAD to strengthen synergies with the United Nations agencies, in particular with
the UNDP Special Unit for South‐South Cooperation, UNESCO, WIPO and ITC.
WTO MULTILATERAL NEGOTIATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES
The ongoing multilateral trade negotiations under the WTO Doha Development Round, launched
in 2001 and intended to be concluded in 2005, faced impasses and has remained inconclusive to
date in 2008. These negotiations involve many cross‐cutting issues relevant to the creative
industries, such as trade in goods, trade in services, trade related aspects of intellectual property
rights (TRIPS) and other topics such as trade‐related investment measures (TRIMs), regional
integration, competition policies and trade efficiency, with the most important among them being
special and differential treatment for developing countries.
The WTO framework deals with trade of goods and services of the creative industries, including
trade of digitized creative content associated with ICT tools. Audiovisuals, cultural and other
related services are discussed under the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).
However, there are problems related to definitions. Although the term “cultural goods and
services” is the one used in WTO negotiations, there is no specific definition for “cultural services”,
which is widely considered as a subsector in the broader category of “communication services”
and very often, data for audiovisuals are credited in other sectors such as telecommunications.
This makes it even more difficult to articulate trade policies in this area.
TRIPS AGREEMENT
In respect to the provisions of the TRIPS Agreement, topics relating to the creative economy such
as the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore have not received prominent attention in
the WTO Doha Round, where negotiations have focused on biotechnology and traditional
medicines. At the 2007 session of the UNCTAD Commission on Trade in Goods and Services and
Commodities, governments considered issues relating to trade in services and development
implications on the basis of a note prepared by the UNCTAD secretariat entitled “Trade in Services
and Development Implications” (document TD/B/COM/1/85), 2 February 2007.
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UNESCO CULTURAL‐DIVERSITY PERSPECTIVE
The Intergovernmental Conference on Cultural Policies for Development convened by UNESCO in
Stockholm in 1998 after several years of research and preparation was part of the growing
international interest in identifying more successful models for sustainable development. The
main goal of UNESCO for the Stockholm Conference was to transform the ideas behind this
initiative into more clearly formulated cultural policies and modalities for international cultural
cooperation. The Conference concluded that cultural policies as the true driving force in cultural
diversity must foster the production and dissemination of diversified cultural goods and services,
especially in terms of the promotion of cultural industries and creative enterprise in all countries.
In recent years, the United Nations has increasingly recognized the inalienable role of culture in
development and has focused programming accordingly. The preoccupation in this regard was
summed up in General Assembly Resolution 57/249 of 20 February 2003 on Culture and
Development.
WIPO DEVELOPMENT AGENDA THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION OF CREATIVE‐
INDUSTRIES POLICY
At the WIPO General Assembly in 2004, two developing countries, Argentina and Brazil, put
forward a proposal to introduce a Development Agenda for WIPO,20 with a view to addressing
the needs and concerns of developing countries with regard to IPRs. Another 12 developing
countries supported the proposal and negotiations have started. In June 2007, WIPO Member
States reached an agreement on a WIPO Development Agenda, a set of proposals aimed at closer
integration of the development dimension into policymaking in the field of intellectual property
protection. The 45 agreed proposals recommended to the WIPO General Assembly for action are
grouped into the following six broad clusters:
• technical assistance and capacity‐building;
• norm‐setting, flexibilities, public policy and public domain;
• technology transfer, information and communication technologies and access to
knowledge;
• assessment, evaluation and impact studies;
• institutional matters, including mandate and governance; and
• other issues.
Among the agreed proposals, many make direct reference to the creative industries or to
copyright and/or the protection of creative works.
UNDP: ENGAGING DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN THE CREATIVE ECONOMY FOR
DEVELOPMENT
The UNDP Special Unit for South‐South Cooperation was established by the United Nations
General Assembly in 1978 to promote, coordinate and support South‐South and triangular
cooperation worldwide and to facilitate the activities of the United Nations system in South‐South
initiatives.
ITC: CREATING BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
The International Trade Centre (ITC) is a joint technical cooperation agency of UNCTAD and WTO
for business aspects of trade and development. Its efforts in helping the developing world have
traditionally included the export of craft products. This traditional ITC contribution in the domain
of creative expression will be pursued while opening up to, and progressively embracing, new
creativity forms in order to help other creators export their art. The focus of ITC is on the craft and
visual arts in developing countries and economies in transition.
ITC assistance is concentrated in three main areas:
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•
•
•

Markets: Facilitating access by the craft and visual arts enterprises to distribution
networks in importing markets, particularly by leveraging new information technologies to
streamline their supply chains and promote their production abroad;
Protection: Spreading understanding of the principles of marketing and of the intellectual
property system along with recognition of the value of intellectual property issues in
marketing, and providing practical guidance in the proper use of them;
Collection: Soliciting and facilitating the gathering of international sector‐specific data for
market analysis.
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15. LESSONS LEARNED AND POLICY OPTIONS
LESSONS LEARNED
Countries in both the developing and the developed world are enormously rich in cultural
diversity and creative talent. Their traditions provide a unique heritage of music, craft, visual art,
rituals, dance, performance, story‐telling and cultural practice. All of these manifestations of local
and national cultures are assets, representing the indisputable cultural capital, both tangible and
intangible, on which the lives of the community are founded. These assets can, in turn, give rise to
a complex array of creative products – goods and services (both commercial and noncommercial)
with cultural content that are expressions of the creativity and talent of the people.
In addition to their role as essential expressions of local, national and regional cultures, however,
these creative products and activities have real potential to generate economic and social gains.
The production and distribution of creative goods and services can yield income, employment and
trade opportunities, promote growth and development, and foster social cohesion and
community interaction. Globalization and the rapid uptake of new ICTs have opened up huge
possibilities for the commercial development of creative products. Indeed, it is the adoption of
new technology and a focus on market expansion that are distinguishing characteristics of the
creative industries as dynamic sectors in the economies of the industrialized world.
MAJOR FINDINGS
DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
Definitions of the “creative economy” may vary, but it is generally agreed that at the heart of the
creative economy lie the creative industries. There is no single agreed definition of the “creative
economy” or the “creative industries” although clearly, they embrace the concept of “creativity”
as an essential characteristic. In the contemporary world, creativity is often referred to as a key
resource in the knowledge economy, leading to innovation and technological change and
conferring competitive advantage on businesses and national economies. The association of
creativity with commodities gives rise to a class of products known as “creative goods and
services”, of which, many believe, “cultural goods and services” constitute a subset formed by
products with artistic or cultural as well as creative content. This in turn enables the definition of
“creative and cultural industries” as those industries producing creative and cultural goods,
respectively. Different models of the creative economy have different ways of identifying and
classifying the creative industries, though for the purposes of this Report, the following groups of
industries are included:
• cultural heritage;
• visual and performing arts;
• audiovisual industries;
• publishing and printed media;
• new media; design; and
• creative services, including advertising and architecture.
CROSS‐CUTTING LINKAGES
The “creative economy” is a multidimensional concept with linkages to a number of different
sectors in the overall economy. Different approaches to lead to different emphases on its various
aspects. For example, a sociological approach has examined the notion of a “creative class” in
society, comprising professional, scientific and artistic workers whose presence generates
economic, social and cultural dynamism. Other approaches have stressed the role of culture in
terms of social empowerment. Even beyond urban planning circles, the concept of the “creative
city” has become established, while geographers focus on the locational aspects of creative
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activity in the form of creative clusters, networks and districts. The multifaceted nature of the
creative economy means that it cuts across a wide range of areas of economic and social policy in
addition to any intrinsic value. Thus policy‐making in relation to the creative economy is not
confined to a single ministry or government department; rather, it is likely to implicate a number
of different policy fields, including:
• economic development and regional growth;
• urban planning;
• international trade;
• labour and industrial relations;
• migration;
• domestic and foreign investment;
• technology and communications;
• art and culture;
• tourism;
• social welfare; and
• education.
THE CREATIVE ECONOMY IN THE DEVELOPED WORLD
In the developed world during the 1990s, the creative industries grew faster than other sectors,
including services and manufacturing. One of the major drivers of this growth was the
extraordinarily rapid pace of technological change in multimedia and telecommunications that
occurred during this period. In particular, digital technology opened up a range of new media
through which cultural content could be delivered to consumers, and the creative industries
responded by supplying an ever‐widening array of creative products to the market. On the
demand side, rising real incomes among consumers in developed countries, coupled with
changing preferences for modes of cultural consumption, helped to sustain the growth of the
creative economy. By the middle of the first decade of the new millennium, the proportion of GDP
contributed by the creative industries in developed countries averaged around 3 to 6 per cent. For
example, recent estimates collated by OECD for member countries indicate that the creative
industries in France and the United States made up about 3 per cent of gross value added in 2002‐
2003 and almost 6 per cent of gross value added in the United Kingdom.
THE VALUE CHAIN FOR CREATIVE PRODUCTS
It is essential to understand the value chain for the production and distribution of creative goods
and services in order to determine optimal points of intervention for policy initiatives designed to
boost the creative economy. A systematic understanding of who the stakeholders in the creative
economy are, how they relate to one another, and how the creative sector relates to other sectors
of the economy is critical for informed policy‐making.
One tool that has proven useful for studying the creative economy is value‐chain analysis, which
depicts the progress of creative goods from an initial idea through to final consumption. In
particular, it is important to examine the early stages in the chain, i.e., to understand the structure
of the production sector for creative goods and services. Production units in this sector range from
individual artists and producers on the one hand to large transnational corporations on the other.
In between are small and medium‐sized enterprises (SMEs), which, in many developing‐country
situations, comprise the most significant element in terms of volume of output and levels of
employment and community engagement. In a number of instances, these businesses offer the
best prospect for combining economic revenue potential with the development of authentic
cultural symbols and traditions, for example in the production of craftware, fashion products,
music recordings, etc. Indeed, SMEs may become the cornerstone of locally based strategies for
sustainable development of the creative industries, enhancing the economic, cultural and social
life of the community. Value‐chain analysis also enables identification of creative products and
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services with particular competitive advantages or that are capable of being developed as niche
markets in particular situations.
DATA ISSUES
Reliable data on the creative economy – on its inputs, outputs, value of production, prices,
employment and trade – are in short supply among developing countries, and there is an urgent
need to improve statistical collections as a basis for formulating creative‐industry policy. The lack
of a tradition for economic valuation and measurement in the cultural sphere, combined with
difficulties of definition in the realm of cultural activities and creative goods and services, has
meant that there has been a dearth of reliable indicators on which to base assessments of the size
and scope of the creative economy. Moreover, the rapid pace of technological change has made it
difficult to keep abreast of new products and services constantly coming onto the market.
Thus at present, we have only a limited set of measures of creative‐industry output, employment
and trade.
TRADE
Despite the problems in measurement, it is possible to assemble consistent data on trends in
exports and imports of creative products classified by region and by product category. In a
pioneering exercise, the Creative Economy 2008 Report presents a universal comparative analysis
of trade in creative goods and services, based on national trade statistics that can serve as a
starting point in the development of more comprehensive and more transparent statistical
collections. This exercise draws attention to the complexity, the heterogeneity and the
multidisciplinary nature of the creative economy and points to the difficulties in conceptualizing,
classifying and measuring production and trade of the creative industries. The actual figures for
trade are without doubt an underestimate and skewed towards production, as this is where data
collection concentrates.
CONNECTIVITY AND ICTS
As noted earlier, a major driver of the growth of the creative economy worldwide has been the
advent of new information and communication technologies (ICTs). Of course, ICTs benefit the
whole economy but their role in the creative industries is of particular significance. They offer new
distribution channels for creative content; allow the adoption of innovative entrepreneurial
business models; and strengthen the links between creativity, culture, technology and economic
development.
POLICY TOWARDS THE CREATIVE ECONOMY
The cross‐cutting nature of the creative economy means that policy development for the creative
industries must be formulated on a coordinated interministerial basis. The range of instruments
that can be used by policy‐makers in charting development strategies for the creative industries in
developing countries is wide indeed. In broad terms, the need is for infrastructure development
and capacity‐building to reinforce the operation of fiscal policies, competition law and intellectual
property regimes in addition to traditional debates about intrinsic value. In more specific terms,
policy initiatives may be undertaken in:
• mapping of inventories of cultural assets and creative industries; SME business
development and finance (e.g., micro‐finance);
• copyright legislation and enforcement; support for artists and the arts, both direct (via
fiscal means) and indirect (through encouragement of private sector support);
• conservation of tangible and intangible cultural heritage; expansion of digital capacity and
know‐how;
• market development, both domestic and export;
• tourism promotion; education, training and skills development;
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• and industry assistance (e.g., via investment incentives, tax concessions, etc.).
As a result, policy development cannot be confined to a single ministry but requires co‐ordinated
action across a range of ministerial responsibilities, and although mainly urban in location, it is
important in rural areas, too. The appropriate development paradigm is one based on sustainable
development measured in economic, cultural, social and environmental terms. Only by adopting
such a paradigm shift can we recognize the breadth and depth of the potential contribution of the
creative industries to developing countries.
INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT
The creative economy features in a number of arenas of international policy‐making. The
challenge is to create a positive environment to optimize the potential of the creative economy
for development gains. Moreover, given the multifaceted and multidisciplinary nature of the
creative economy, governments can benefit from synergy and expertise from the United Nations
system to analyse key issues to assist them in policy formulation.
The key messages of the Creative Economy 2008 Report can be summarized as follows:
• Evidence shows that trade in creative goods and services is important to the economies of
developing countries, and the importance of this trade high‐ lights the strength of the
creative economy in many parts of the developing world. Despite the difficult obstacles
that many developing countries face in accessing global markets for creative products
there is the potential for looking to export expansion as a source of growth for the
creative economies of these countries.
• Policy strategies to encourage the development of the creative industries in Southern
countries must recognize the cross‐cutting and multidisciplinary nature of the creative
economy, with its widespread economic, social and cultural linkages and ramifications.
Key elements in any package of policy measures are likely to emphasize the “creative
nexus” between investment, technology, entrepreneurship and trade.
• Evidence‐based policy‐making is hampered at present by a lack of comprehensive and
reliable data on the various dimensions of the creative economy. Progress can be made in
assessing production and trade in creative products in developing countries using existing
statistical sources. Further progress, however, requires the development of new models
for gathering data (qualitative and quantitative) concerning the creative industries and
how they function within the economy as well as improvement in the quality of current
data‐collection processes.
• Current IPR legislation has not been able to avoid economic asymmetries. Therefore,
efforts to enforce IPR regimes should ensure that the interests of artists and creators from
developing countries are duly taken into account. Intellectual property should provide a
stimulus to creators and entrepreneurs in the form of a tradable economic asset that is
instrumental to enhancing the potential of the creative sector for development.
POLICY OPTIONS
As already emphasized through the overall analysis of this Report, the creative economy
represents a positive‐sum game for both developed and developing countries. Creativity is found
everywhere in the world and is an inexhaustible resource. However, it can be argued that some
countries have been greatly benefiting from the dynamism of the creative economy while the
great majority of developing countries are not yet doing so.
A number of questions have been raised but there are no simple answers nor a unique recipe.
ROLE OF GOVERNMENTS
As evidenced by the analysis of this Report, markets alone are unable to correct the imbalances
affecting the functioning of global markets for creative products. Distortions in the market
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structure of most creative sectors, which in general is highly vertically integrated, pose problems
of distribution and market access for the participation of developing countries in international
trade. Therefore, the role of governments is crucial for the formulation of public policies to
nurture a solid, self‐sustainable creative economy able to compete at the multilateral level. The
main point is not whether governments should be leading or responding to calls from their
creative industries but how to put in place a plan of action and effective mechanisms to articulate
tailor‐made policies to stimulate creativity and improve the competitiveness of creative products
with the best competitive advantages in world markets while preserving cultural identity.
ROLE OF CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS
All creative activities involve a high degree of risk. The success or failure of a creative product is
difficult to predict. Artists and creators are rightly concerned with their own creations and in an
ideal environment should not be distracted with marketing and business aspects. However, in an
increasingly flexible structure peculiar to the creative economy, independent artists and creators
are becoming much more autonomous and compelled to deal with business aspects in order to be
able to survive from the commercial activities resulting from their creations. Furthermore, the so‐
called creative workforce nowadays has a high level of education and good knowledge and skills to
make use of new ICT tools and the emergence of new business models (see chapter 8). In this
changing environment, the role of the intermediaries is gradually disappearing or being replaced
by that of the infomediaries, and creators are increasingly recognizing the importance of
developing creative entrepreneurial skills with a view to combining art, creations and business.
Moreover, as the large majority of creative industries are small if not micro enterprises, special
attention should be given to the development of the SMEs, with a view to ensuring their survival
and sustainability. These micro businesses have the capacity to create jobs and stimulate
employment and income‐generation despite the market‐entry barriers they face. Therefore, it is
imperative to promote cultural or creative entrepreneurship through specific vocational‐training
initiatives. Creative practitioners can enhance their capacities through different types of training
through capacity‐building activities such as formal professional education, informal training and
specific training programmes.
The main areas with which creators should be familiarized include:
• employment, wages and working conditions, including contracts and regulations;
• financing instruments and access to credit and funding for creative or cultural projects;
• protection for IPRs, in particular copyright legislation;
• new technologies and ICT tools for creation, production and distribution of creative
content; and
• continuous learning in their respective fields for upgrading of know‐how.
ROLE OF CIVIL SOCIETY AND THE PLACE OF STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
As most creative industries are fragmented for the reasons mentioned above, the forging of
strategic alliances to facilitate interactions with all stakeholders is important in order to overcome
constraints due to a small size. Efforts should be made to promote dialogue, synergy, exchange of
experiences, etc. Artists and creators, whether working independently or in creative enterprises,
should build alliances with the following:
• agents from government, both public and semi‐public sectors;
• private‐sector and profit‐led enterprises and business groups, potential sponsors, etc;
• lobbying groups, federations, professional associations and unions; and
• non‐profit organizations such as foundations, NGOs and academia.
THE WAY AHEAD
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In this concluding section, an attempt is made to sketch a future course of action by the
international community to support developing countries in their efforts to enhance their creative
economies for development gains.
REDEFINING PRIORITIES
From the research undertaken, it was clear that, at that stage, owing to the absence of a satellite
account for capturing quantitative and qualitative data for culture and the creative sectors, the
only benchmark for tracing the economic impact of the creative economy on national economies
was trade data. This was the case despite the current gaps in reporting as well as in the level of
disaggregation of the statistical classification codes resulting from methodological and conceptual
inconsistencies. Consequently, the focus of the research has shifted from the economic indicators
of the initial overall mapping and assessment exercise towards the analysis of international trade
flows of creative goods and services. Certainly, the impact of the creative products on the trade
balance of individual countries is a meaningful and probably more convincing, evidence‐based
economic indicator that is able to influence policy‐making particularly because it shows that in
broad terms, developing countries have impressive trade deficits as regards creative products.
ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
In conclusion it can be said that this exercise was a concrete illustration of how international
cooperation by the United Nations system can be used to assist governments to better grasp the
overall interactions of the creative economy and to identify areas for future policy‐oriented
analysis. Synergy among the five collaborating agencies has improved and there is a better
understanding of the complementarities of the competences and mandates of each organization.
This study has also helped to consolidate the work of each institution in areas relating to the
creative economy, paving the way for enhanced cooperation in this area. This cooperative effort
can serve as an example for intra‐ and inter‐country cooperation involving various ministries and
other development actors.
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7. Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008. Datum: 16.10.2008. At the heart of the creative
economy lie the creative industries. Loosely defined, the creative
www.evd.nl/zoeken/showbouwsteen.asp?bstnum=223493&locat... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: gigablast, cuil
8. CCAA ‐ The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008
The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008, This Report provides empirical evidence
that the creative industries are among the most dynamic emerging
www.ccaa.nl/page/4351/en meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: gigablast, cuil
9. The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008 ‐ ECCE ‐ online community
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Report 2008.pdf. print | send to a friend << previous. back to overview
www.connectedcreatives.eu/ecce/resources/publications/r... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
10. Business In Development: Design & Retail
Nederlandse designers staan over de hele wereld bekend om hun innovatieve en Creative
Economy Report 2008
businessindevelopment.ncdo.nl/Sectoren/Design_en_Retail meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
11. Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008
At the heart of the creative economy lie the creative industries. Loosely defined, the
creative industries are at the crossroads of the arts, culture, business and technology.
www.evd.nl/zoeken/showbouwsteen.asp?bstnum=223493&l... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
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Creative Economy Report 2008: The challenge of assessing the creative economy The first
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Found at: altavista, yahoo
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13. EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy
lie the creative industries. Loosely defined, the creative industries are at the
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Kunst meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
14. EVD zoekresultaten
Doelgroep: Nederlandse ondernemers die in het buitenland kansen zien waar Wereld:
Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008)
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Design&Showr... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
15. EVD zoekresultaten
Incompanydagen: haal een EVD'er in huis! (03.12.2008) De EVD ondersteunt u bij uw
exportactiviteiten, Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008)
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Design&Showr... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
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16. MMNieuws ~ Marketing en Management Nieuws voor Cultuur en Vrijetijd
Toch staat buiten kijf dat de industrie volgens de VN (Zie het Creative Economy
Repo00003E38rt 2008) zorgt voor groei in werkgelegenheid, en een aanjager is van de
creatieve economie.
www.mmnieuws.nl/ meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
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Zie hiervoor o.a. Creative Economy Report 2008: The challenge of assessing the creative.
economy towards informed policy‐making, UNCTAD, april 2008
doc.novay.nl/dsweb/GetRendition/Document‐96246/html meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: gigablast, cuil
18. listcultures.org/pipermail/bei‐ci_listcultures.org/2008‐April.txt
Creative Economy Report 2008 References: .org Subject: UNCTAD, Creative Economy Report
2008 Date: 23 April 2008
listcultures.org/pipermail/bei‐ci_listcultures.org/2008... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
19. EVD‐sectorpublicatie kcm ‐ versie Thursday, May 21, 2009
Sector/marktcombinatie Creatieve industrie Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 37.
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www.evd.nl/home/sectoren/publicatie/sob.asp?sectoren=kc... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
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20. Reports & Articles ‐ ECCE ‐ online community
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related fields. The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008
www.connectedcreatives.eu/ecce/hulpbronnen/publicaties/... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
21. Club of Amsterdam ‐ Shaping Your Future in the Knowledge Society
Creative Economy Report 2008. Next Event. Club of Amsterdam blog. News about the Future
The Creative Economy Report 2008 ‐ The challenge of assessing the creative
www.clubofamsterdam.com/press.asp?contentid=788 meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
22. EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) 5 billion US dollar in 1996, according
to preliminary UNCTAD figures. Creative services in particular enjoyed rapid export
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=UNCTAD meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
23. EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy
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www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Kunst&Sh... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
24. COSMOWORLDS | WORLD NEWS 2009 ‐ Global Statistics, Trade Data ...
WORLD NEWS 2009 ‐ Global Statistics, Trade Data, International Trade Industry Creative Economy Report
2008: The challenge of assessing the creative economy
www.cosmoworlds.com/world_news_articles.htm meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
25. Welkom bij Alice
Nieuws‐items die van belang zijn voor de Creatieve Industrie Het Creative Economy Report
2008 van UNCTAD/UNDP is ook opgenomen in deze databank.
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EVD zoekresultaten
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Found at: live search, msn
Business In Development: Design & Retail
Nederlandse designers staan over de hele wereld bekend om hun Creative Economy Report
2008. links. BiD Network Business Plans on home decorations
www.businessindevelopment.nl/Sectoren/Design_en_Retail meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
UN agency launches database on world trade in creative products
15 August 2008 ‐ A new public database in creative products such as music, The Creative
Economy Report 2008, released by UNCTAD and the UN Development
www.nieuwsbank.nl/en/2008/08/15/L008.htm meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) 5 billion US dollar in 1996, according
to preliminary UNCTAD figures. Creative services in particular enjoyed rapid export
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=UNCTAD&p... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
Internationale vergelijkingen
31. Wereld: housewares and home furnishings (04.11.2008) 2005 2006: 32. Wereld: Creative
Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy lie the creative
www.evd.nl/marktvergelijkingen/internationale_vergelijk... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
China becomes world's largest Internet population
China becomes world's largest Internet Thu Apr 24 10:30:13 CEST 2008. Previous message:
Fwd: UNCTAD, Creative Economy Report 2008
listcultures.org/pipermail/bei‐ci_listcultures.org/2008... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy
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www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Muziek&S... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy
lie the creative industries. Loosely defined, the creative industries are at the
www.evd.nl/zoeken/zoekresultaten.asp?tekst=Mode&Sho... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
KOMPAS.com ‐ Ceruk.peluang.di.saat.krisis
Makroni merajut tambang‐tambang dari limbah tekstil untuk menyelesaikan on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), Creative Economy Report 2008, selama
www.kompas.com/read/xml/2009/04/03/11025847/ceruk.pelua... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
EVD zoekresultaten
Wereld: Creative Economy Report 2008 (16.10.2008) At the heart of the creative economy
lie the creative industries. Loosely defined, the creative industries are at the
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Hogeschool voor de Kunsten Utrecht
Deze aandacht is internationaal van betekenis, zoals gebleken is uit het Creative Economy
Report 2008 van de Verenigde Naties. Volgens de genoemde strategische verkenning
www.ipcico.nl/Rapporten/RAAKPRODEFITITIEF.doc?tag=creat... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: live search, msn
CCAA ‐ The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008
The United Nations Creative Economy Report 2008, This Report provides empirical evidence
that the creative industries are among the most dynamic emerging sectors in
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www.socialeinnovatie.com/uploadedFiles/Sociale_Innovati... meer van deze site ‐ soortgelijke pagina's
Found at: altavista, yahoo
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